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Abstract

English

In the ninth century, the Persian mathematician Muḥammed ibn Mūsā al-Khwārizmī
wrote a short treatise on the methods for performing the operations of arithmetic with
what we now refer to as the Indo-Arabic system for denoting numbers. From the 12th
century on, Latin translations of this work, known as the De Numero Indorum, would help
spread these techniques throughout Western Europe. In the 13th century, vernacular
translations began to appear, including, by the early part of the 14th century, a version
in Old Norse, known as the Algorismus. This treatise, a paraphrastic translation of a wellknown Latin verse version, the Carmen de Algorismo, is preserved in three manuscripts:
AM 544 4to, a part of Hauksbók, and GKS 1812 4to, both from the 14th century, and
AM 685 d 4to from the 15th century. There is also a fragment of the treatise preserved in
a 16th manuscript, AM 736 III 4to. This paper looks primarily at the GKS 1812 witness
of the Algorismus, and includes a transcription and English translation in Appendix A.
We compare this version with the copy in AM 544 and with the Carmen de Algorismo.
Having accounted for the background of the work, we look at the descriptions of the
operations of arithmetic which make up the bulk of the Algorismus, and then discuss
the final section, a digression into the Platonic description of the creation of the four
elements and the numerical relationships between them. In particular, we trace this
theme from the Timaeus of Plato through neoplatonic elaborations in late antiquity to
the revival of platonism in the school of Chartres in the 12th century.
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Icelandic
Á níundu öld skrifaði persneski stærðfræðingurinn Muḥammed ibn Mūsā al-Khwārizmī
stutta ritgerð um aðferðir til að framkvæma reikniaðgerðir í því sem við köllum nú indóarabíska talnakerfið. Á 12. öld breiddist þekking á þessari tækni út um gjörvalla VesturEvrópu fyrir tilstilli latneskra þýðinga á þessu riti, sem gekk undir heitinu De Numero
Indorum. Á 13. öld komu fram þýðingar á hinum ýmsu þjóðtungum, þar á meðal, á
fyrri hluta 14. aldar, norræn þýðing sem gengur undir heitinu Algorismus. Sú ritgerð er
þýðing og endursögn á vel þekktri latneskri þýðingu í ljóðformi, Carmen de Algorismo.
Texti Algorismus er varðveittur í heild í þrem handritum: AM 544 4to, sem er hluti
Hauksbókar, og GKS 1812 4to, sem eru bæði frá 14. öld, og AM 685 d 4to frá 15. öld.
Einnig er til brot úr ritgerðinni í 16. aldar handriti, AM 736 III 4to. Í þessari rannsókn
er sú gerð Algorismus sem varðveitt er í handritinu GKS 1812 4to tekin til athugunar, en
uppskrift textans og enska þýðingu er að finna í Viðauka A. Þessi gerð er borin saman við
þann texta sem varðveittur er í AM 544 og við Carmen de Algorismo. Eftir að hafa gert
grein fyrir bakgrunni verksins er fjallað um lýsinguna á reikniaðgerðunum, sem er að
finna í meginmáli Algorismus, og síðan rætt sérstaklega um lokakaflann, sem er viðbót
við upphaflega textann og inniheldur lýsingu í platonskum anda á sköpun höfuðskepnanna og stærðfræðilegra hlutfalla milli þeirra. Þetta stef er rakið frá Tímæosi Platons
um nýplatonskar útfærslur þess í síðfornöld til endurreisnar platonismans í Chartresskólanum á 12. öld.
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0. Introduction
Beginning in the 12th century with the paraphrastic translations of Arabic mathematical
texts into Latin, knowledge of the Indo-Arabic methods for performing arithmetic calculations spread throughout Western Europe. These methods, based on a positional system
of denoting numbers, were known as the Indian calculus, or algorism, a name associated with the Persian mathematician and scientist Muḥammed ibn Mūsā al-Khwārizmī.
Originally designed for use on dust counting boards, these methods would eventually
develop into the modern techniques of arithmetic taught in elementary schools around
the world.1
Initially spread through Latin texts in the 12th and 13th centuries, the Indian calculus
would eventually be translated into the vernacular languages of Western Europe. The
earliest among these are in French, but it is of note that a version in Old Norse appeared
by the early part of the 14th century. The reasons for the creation of this text, a paraphrase
of a well-known Latin verse version, are unknown. As the computations described were
principally, at least at that time, of use for commerce and related activities, it may be
inferred that it was made as an aid to Icelandic and Norwegian merchants and, perhaps,
to tax collectors and other governmental and ecclesiastical functionaries. On the other
hand, the text is lacking in examples and sparing in details, and so may not have been
of much use on its own for learning the new methods.
An interesting feature of the Old Norse text is its digression on an analogy between
geometric progressions between cubes and the proportionalities between the four elements of earth, water, air, and fire, thought at the time to be the constituent elements
of creation. This is an echo of a theme that goes back at least to the Timaeus of Plato
1. See, for example, the development of techniques for mulitplication in Suzan Rose Benedict, A
Comparative Study of the Early Treatieses Introducing into Europe the Hindu Art of Reckoning (Concord: The
Rumford Press, 1914), 72-103.
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and was elaborated in neoplatonic writings in late antiquity and its revival in the High
Middle Ages. Other texts on the Indian calculus elaborate on this progression between
cubes, but no others are known to also make the connection to this Platonic theory of
the elements. At the same time, the connection between geometric progressions between cubes and the supposed proportionalities between the elements presented in the
Timaeus seems to have been known widely throughout the Middle Ages. The reasons for
the inclusion of this digression is unclear; whoever first wrote the Old Norse text may
have worked from a text with marginalia making the connection, or could have simply
made the addition based on his own understanding of the context.
The following will trace the path of algorism from its Arabic beginnings, first to Spain,
followed by its diffusion throughout Western Europe, and then to its arrival in Iceland.
The two oldest surviving Old Norse text witnesses are in the manuscripts AM 544 4to,
a part of Hauksbók, and GKS 1812 4to. We will take the latter as our primary text,
providing a diplomatic transcript and an English translation. Moreover, we will compare
the GKS 1812 and Hauksbók versions, and see how they compare with their Latin source.
To better understand the text itself, we will examine how the techniques of algorism
described in the text work.
Two main themes emerge. The first centers on the Old Norse text itself, and its role in
the dissemination of algorism to medieval Northern Europe. The text provides a vernacular rendering of the Indian calculus, presumably making it accessible to a wider population, but, at the same time, its terseness might have been a limitation on its utility. Second, and perhaps more interesting, is the inclusion of the Platonic story of the creation
of the elements in the final section. Moving from practical arithmetic to Pythagorean
number theory juxtaposes two very different parts of medieval mathematics. This could
be just the author’s attempt to add a paean to god, or it could be an indication that the
author had more in mind for the text than just passing on the techniques of the Indian
calculus.
The first modern publication of the Old Norse version of the Indian calculus is P. A.
Munch’s edition of the version from Hauksbók in 1848.2 He included a Danish translation
2. P. A. Munch, “Algorismus, eller Anviisning til at kjende og anvende de saakaldte arabiske Tal, efter
Hr. Hauk Erlendssons Codex,” Annaler for nordisk oldkyndighed og historie, 1848, 353–375.
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and noted the connection with the Carmen de Algorismo of Alexander de Villedieu3 and
with a fragment of a 14th century gloss of that text.4 Finnur Jónsson edited the version
from Hausbók in 1896.5 He again identified the text as a paraphrastic translation of the
Carmen de Algorismo and suggested that the original translation might date from before
1270.6 He based the latter conclusion partially on a comparison of the numerals found in
the text with those in a table of medieval numerals compiled by Hermann Hankel,7 which
in turn were derived from a facsimile included in the Éléments de Paléographie by Natalis
de Wailly.8 Finnur realized that this comparison was not sufficient to establish the age of
the original translation, but considered it nonetheless to be a reasonable supposition.
In recent years, Kristín Bjarnadóttir has written extensively on the text itself and
comparisons between the four manuscripts in which it appears.9 Otto Bekken has written
on the historical and educational value of studying old arithmetical texts such as this.10
Abdelmalek Bouzari has detailed the origins of the Indian calculus and its path from
Baghdad to Iceland.11
For the manuscript GKS 1812 as a whole, recently Haraldur Bernharðsson has detailed
the work of the scribes who contributed to the various parts of the work12 and Gunnar
Harðarson has carefully examined the provenance of the manuscript and its position
in the context of medieval Icelandic encyclopedic works.13 The picture emerges of a
complex manuscript, comprising multiple texts composed from the late 12th century
3. James Orchard Halliwell, ed., Rara Mathematica (London: John William Parker, 1839), 73-83.
4. Ibid., 29-31.
5. Hauksbók, ed. Finnur Jónnson and Eiríkur Jónnson (København: Thieles Bogtrykkeri, 1892–1896).
6. Ibid., CXXXII.
7. Hermann Hankel, Zur Geschichte der Mathematik in Alterthum und Mittelalter (Leipzig: Druck und
Verlag von B. G. Teubner, 1874), 325.
8. Natalis de Wailly, Éléments de Paléographie, vol. 2 (Paris: Imprimerie Royale, 1838), 255-257.
9. See, for example, Kristín Bjarnadóttir and Bjarni V. Halldórsson, “Ritgerðin Algorismus — samanburður handrita,” in Vísindavefur: Ritgerðasafn til heiðurs Þorsteini Vilhjálmssyni sjötugum 27. september
2010 (Reykjavik: Hið Íslenska Bókmenntafélag, 2010); Kristín Bjarnadóttir, “Algorismus: Hindu-Arabic
arithmentic in GKS 1812 4to,” in A World in Fragments: GKS 1812 4to and Medieval Encyclopedic Literature
(forthcoming).
10. See, for example, Otto B. Bekken, “Algorismus of ‘Hauksbók’: An Old Norse Text of 1310 on
Hindu-Arabic Numeration and Calculation,” Agder : Agder distriktshøgskole, 1986,
11. Abdelmalek Bouzari, “The calculus of Al-Khwārizmī: An example of circulation,” in A World in
Fragments: GKS 1812 4to and Medieval Encyclopedic Literature (forthcoming).
12. Haraldur Bernharðsson, “GKS 1812 4to: Scribes and Scribal Practice,” in A World in Fragments: GKS
1812 4to and Medieval Encyclopedic Literature (forthcoming).
13. Gunnar Harðarson, “Medieval encyclopedic literature and Icelandic manuscripts,” in A World in
Fragments: GKS 1812 4to and Medieval Encyclopedic Literature (forthcoming).
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until the first half of the 14th.14 The manuscript has long been associated with the abbey
of Viðey, but its history is complex and not known with any certainty. Although there
are good arguments for a few folios having been composed at Viðey, the provenance of
the bulk of the manuscript is uncertain.15

14. Haraldur Bernharðsson, “GKS 1812 4to: Scribes and Scribal Practice,” 1.
15. Gunnar Harðarson, “Medieval encyclopedic literature and Icelandic manuscripts,” 15-23.
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1. Background
1.1. The beginning
Little is known of the personal life of Muḥammed ibn Mūsā al-Khwārizmī. We know that
he lived during the first half of the 9th century and worked in the Bayt al-Ḥikma (“House
of Wisdom”) in Baghdad.1 His toponym, al-Khwārizmī, indicates that he was born in
what is now the city of Khiva in Uzbekistan, known at that time as Khwarezm, a merchant
town along the ancient Silk Road trade route. On the other hand, his scientific works
are well known: a polymath, he produced important works in mathematics, astronomy,
and geography. In the Middle Ages, Western Europe knew him for two mathematical
works: Kitāb al-Jabr wa-al-muqābala2 and De Numero Indorum.3 The first is the starting
point of the modern mathematics of algebra; the second, now lost in its original Arabic
form, was the source of numerous treatises in the West on the uses of the Indo-Arabic
numerals. As but one witness to the influence of these works, one need only note that the
modern term “algebra” is derived from the title of the first and the term “algorismus”,
the source of the modern term “algorithm”, became associated with the Latin versions
of the second, and is most likely derived from the toponym of Muḥammed ibn Mūsā.4
Most agree that our modern numeration system, using the ten digits 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, and 9 and the associated base-10 positional notational system, originated in India.
In such a system, a number is denoted by a string of digits, the value of a particular digit
1. J. Vernet, “al-KHwārazmī,” in The Enclyclopaedia of Islam, ed. C. E. Bosworth et al., vol. 4 (Leiden:
E. J. Brill, 1997), 1070–1071.
2. Roshdi Rashed, “Algebra,” chap. 11 in Encyclopedia of the History of Arabic Science, ed. Roshdi
Rashed, vol. 2 (London: Taylor & Francis, 1996), 345.
3. The original title in Arabic is uncertain. For two possibilities, see Vernet, “al-KHwārazmī,” 1070.
4. Joseph Toussaint Reinaud, “Mémoire géographique, historique et scientifique sur l’Inde, antéreieurment au milieu du XIe siècle de l’ère chrétienne, d’après les écrivains arabes, persans et chinois,” in Mémoires de l’Institute National de France, vol. 18 (Paris: Académie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres, 1849),
304-305.
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being that multiple of a power of 10 as determined by its position in the string. For
example,
238 = 200 + 30 + 8 = (2 × 102 ) + (3 × 10) + (8 × 100 ).
Earlier systems for representing numbers used by the Greeks and Romans relied on the
simple juxtaposition of symbols denoting various values, the total value of these symbols
being the number represented. For example, for 238, the Greeks would write σλη0 , where
σ0 stands for two hundred, λ0 for thirty, and η0 for eight, and the Romans would write
CCXXXVIII, where C stands for one hundred, X for ten, V for five, and I for one.
Such systems require introducing more and more symbols, or other notational devices,
to avoid large numbers using an unwieldy number of terms. For example, Archimedes,
in attempting to estimate the number of grains of sand in the universe, took the classical
Greek numbering system, which provided names for numbers up to a myriad (that is,
10,000), and created a system of iteration to express powers of a myriad myriads, that
is, numbers of the form (108 )n , for positive integers n. Although an elegant solution,
one need only look at the work involved in this text to see the significant limitations of
systems of this type.5 In contrast to such systems, the base-10 positional system allows
the representation of numbers of any size using only the ten basic digits, along with an
assigned meaning to their position with respect to one another.
Numeration, that is, the rules we use for expressing numbers with these ten digits,
provides the material for arithmetic, but it is the calculus of these numbers, the methods for performing arithmetic calculations, which reveals the true power of this system.
It is notable that in the classical Greek and Roman world, arithmetic calculations were
frequently performed with the aid of an abacus. In Hellenistic Greece, the word “abacus” referred to a counting-board or a board sprinkled with dust or sand which was used
for drawing geometrical figures.6 In time, an abacus could be any one of three different
computational devices: a board covered with dust or sand, on which intermediate calculations could easily be erased with a finger or stylus; a board with parallel ruled lines
on which counters were placed, with the different columns representing different orders
5. T. L. Heath, ed., The Works of Archimedes (Cambridge: Cambridge Universitiy Press, 1897), 221-232.
6. “abacus, n.,” in OED Online (Oxford University Press, 2020), http://www.oed.com/viewdictio
naryentry/Entry/51.
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of numbers; or a board with either counters fastened to parallel lines or beads sliding
on parallel wires, again with the different columns representing different order of numbers.7 The latter two forms were in practice positional numeration systems. Calculations
would be performed by manipulating the counters, starting with some initial number
which would be transformed, step-by-step, into the final result. For example, for addition this would mean, starting from an initial setting representing one of the numbers to
be added, moving additional counters, representing the second number, into the appropriate columns. If any column required more than nine counters, a ten would be carried
to the next column, as it is the modern method of addition.
The methods for performing arithmetic calculations with the Indo-Arabic numerals
which make up the Indian calculus (as they were known in the medieval Arab world)
or algorism (as they came to be known in medieval Western Europe) are the algorithms
that most of us learn in school to add, subtract, multiply, and divide numbers, as well
as, at least until recently, to find square and cube roots of numbers. Some of these
algorithms, as well as the representational system for numbers, are similar to methods
used on abaci; moreover, some are similar to algorithms employed in other numeration
systems (see, for example, T. L. Heath’s description of the operations of arithmetic in
the classical Greek system of representing numbers8 ). However, unlike using an abacus,
no special equipment beyond a dust board, or other easily erasable device for marking,
was needed, and far more complex manipulations could be performed with relative ease.
Moreover, although originally designed for use on dust boards, the new Indian calculus
was adaptable to improvements in the way the algorithms were implemented, and would
prove to be especially useful as arithmetical calculations moved to pen and paper and
away from abaci.

1.2. Dissemination
How this system spread from India throughout the rest of the world is a complicated
story; as Smith and Karpinski note, in all probability “it was the trader rather than the
scholar who carried these numerals from their original habitat to various commercial
7. David E. Smith, History of Mathematics, vol. 2 (New York: Dover, 1958), 157.
8. Heath, The Works of Archimedes, lxiii-xcix.
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centers.”9 For example, Avicenna (Ibn Sina, ca. 970–1037) relates that when he was
young his father sent him to a local merchant in Bukhara, Uzbekistan,10 to learn the
Indian calculus.11 As for the scientific world, it is likely that the numerals were passed on
to Arab scholars, in the form of Indian astronomical tables, sometime in the 8th century12
and were later brought to Spain sometime in the second half of the 10th century.13
Leonardo Pisano (1070–1240), known since the 19th century as Fibonacci,14 learned the
art of the Indian numbers from Arab scientists in northern Africa and wrote the most
famous book on the topic, the Liber Abaci, in 1202.15 However, Leonardo’s treatment was
not disseminated widely at first,16 and it would be from Spain, in the form of translations
of the De Numero Indorum of al-Khwārizmī, that most of Europe would learn how to use
the new system.
The earliest versions of the Indian calculus in Western Europe may have been close
to the original work of al-Khwārizmī. But, even in their earliest form, they were never
direct translations. As we will see in the examples below, over the next three centuries
or so, subsequent versions would adapt the original into a variety of forms. Some of
these added material, while others subtracted; some provided additional explanations
and examples, while others were more terse; and some were even turned into verse.

9. David Eugene Smith and Louis Charles Karpinski, The Hindu Arabic Numerals (Boston: Ginn &
Company, 1911), 99.
10. Like Khwarezm, a merchant town on the Silk Road.
11. M. F. Woepcke, Sur l’Introduction de l’Artithmétique Indienne en Occident et sur Deux Documents Importants (Rome: Imprimerie des Sciences Mathématiques et Physiques, 1859), 52.
12. Smith and Karpinski, The Hindu Arabic Numerals, 92.
13. Leonardo Pisano, Fibonacci’s Liber Abaci, trans. L. E. Sigler (New York: Sringer, 2002), 3.
14. Smith and Karpinski, The Hindu Arabic Numerals, 130.
15. Leonardo Pisano, Fibonacci’s Liber Abaci, 3-4.
16. Smith and Karpinski, The Hindu Arabic Numerals, 131.
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2. The Latin texts
2.1. Twelfth century texts
In her doctorate thesis in 1914, Suzan Rose Benedict identified 38 different medieval
treatises on the Indian calculus, starting with an astronomical text in Hindu from the
7th century and running through the 15th century.1 The majority of these are in Latin,
although she includes works in Hindu, Arabic, Hebrew, French, Old Norse, and English.
More have been discovered since then.2 The four oldest Latin treatises date from the
first half of the 12th century: the Dixit Algorizmi, the Liber Ysagogarum Alchorismi, the
Liber Alchorismi, and the Liber Pulueris.3 Michel Chasles was the first modern scholar to
realize that the Liber Abaci of Leonardo Pisano was not the first text on Indian calculus
introduced to Europe,4 writing in 1837 that the Liber Alchorismi was translated in the
first half of the 12th century by John of Seville, a well-known Latin translator.5 This
attribution was accepted for many years, but most likely stems from an assumption made
by a later scribe, and now Liber Alchorismi is regarded as the work of John of Toledo.6
Most consider the Dixit Algorizmi to be the oldest of these four.7 It is often referred
to as the De Numero Indorum, which seems to identify the work directly with the original work of al-Khwārizmī. In fact, it is a hybrid text, drawing upon texts of Boethius
1. Benedict, A Comparative Study of the Early Treatieses Introducing into Europe the Hindu Art of Reckoning.
2. See, for examples, Louis C. Karpinski, “Two Twelfth Century Algorisms,” Isis 3, no. 3 (1921): 396–
413; Louis C. Karpinski, “A Thirteenth Century Algorism in French Verse,” Isis 11, no. 1 (1928): 45–84.
3. André Allard, ed., Muhammad Ibn Mūsā Al-Khwārizmī: Le Calcul Indien (Algorismus) (Namur (Belgium): Société des Études Classiques, 1992), II-III.
4. Ibid., VIII.
5. Michel Chasles, Aperçu Historique sur l’Origine et le Dévelopment des Méthodes en Géometrie (Bruxelles: M. Hayes, Imprimeur de l’Académie Royale, 1837), 510.
6. André Allard, “The Influence of Arabic Mathematics in the Medieval West,” chap. 16 in Encyclopedia
of the History of Arabic Science, ed. Roshdi Rashed, vol. 2 (London: Taylor & Francis, 1996), 536.
7. Allard, Muhammad Ibn Mūsā Al-Khwārizmī: Le Calcul Indien (Algorismus), III.
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and Nicomachus of Gerasa as well as that of al-Khwārizmī.8 This treatise begins with a
lengthy explanation of the representation of positive integer numbers, that is, numeration, with the Indo-Arabic numerals. The final example shows the simplicity of the
system, interpreting the number 1,180,703,051,492,863, created from just the ten basic
characters 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9.9 From here, the treatise provides the algorithms,
for addition, subtraction, mediation (that is, dividing a number in half), duplation (that
is, finding the double of a given number), multiplication, and division of positive integers, as well as multiplication and division of certain fractions. The statement “nunc
incipiemus tractare de multiplicatione fractionum, et earum divisione, et de extractione
radicum, si Deus voluerit”10 [“now we shall begin to treat the multiplication of fractions
and their division and the extraction of roots, if God so wills”11 ] indicates that, most
likely, the original Arabic text also treated algorithms for finding roots. However, the
Dixit Algorizmi ends abruptly without considering these methods.
The Liber Ysagogarum Alchorismi constitutes the first part of a treatise on astronomy
and is the shortest of these four works. It treats the same arithmetic operations as the Dixit
Algorizmi, as well as finding square roots, but does not go into detail on the numeration
system itself. The Liber Alchorismi is a much longer text. It includes all of the topics
covered in the Dixit Algorizmi, along with a lengthier discussion of fractions and a section
on finding square roots. The Liber Pulueris is closely related to the Liber alchorismi, and
is most likely an older version derived from the same Latin sources.12
There are at least three more works which may be from the 12th century as well: a
treatise belonging to the Salem Abbey in Germany13 and two closely-related works found
in the British Museum.14 The Salem treatise, after a short introduction to the system
of numeration, explicitly states that there are seven operations, referred to as species, of
arithmetic, namely, addition, subtraction, duplation, mediation, multiplication, division,
8. Allard, “The Influence of Arabic Mathematics in the Medieval West,” 516.
9. Allard, Muhammad Ibn Mūsā Al-Khwārizmī: Le Calcul Indien (Algorismus), 6.
10. Ibid., 16.
11. John N. Crossley and Alan S. Henry, “Thus Spake al-Khwārizmī: A Translation of the Text of Cambridge University Library Ms. Ii.vi.5,” Historia Mathematica 17 (1990): 120.
12. Allard, “The Influence of Arabic Mathematics in the Medieval West,” 517.
13. Moritz Cantor, “Über einen Codex des Klosters Salem,” Zeitschrift für Mathemaik und Physik, no.
10 (1865): 1–16.
14. Karpinski, “Two Twelfth Century Algorisms.”
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and extraction of roots.15 The work ends with a description of the relationship between
these seven species and the seven gifts of the holy spirit.16 The other two works mention
only the first six of these operations, along with a brief description of numeration.

2.2. Thirteenth century texts
Four influential versions of the Indian calculus appeared in the 13th century: the Liber
Abaci of Leonardo Pisano, the Carmen de Algorismo of Alexander of Villedieu,17 the
Tractatus de Arte Numerandi, or Algorismus Vulgaris, of John of Sacrobosco,18 and In
Algorismum Vulgarem Johannis de Sacrobosco Commentarius of Peter of Dacia.19
The Liber Abaci is the earliest of these, appearing first in 1202,20 and is original to
Leonardo. Although in many ways mathematically superior to the works derived from
the treatise of al-Khwārizmī, it would not be widely appreciated until centuries later.
Benedict speculates that this may have been because the mathematics was too advanced
for the scholars of Western Europe at the time, or perhaps simply because “the monks,
copying from monastery to monastery spread the other type of algorism.”21
That it was the Carmen de Algorismo and the Algorismus Vulgaris which spread the
new calculation procedures widely is attested to by the existence of a large number of
manuscripts which contain them.22 Alexander of Villedieu and John of Sacrobosco both
taught in Paris in the first half of the 13th century.23 Both texts were written during
this period, with the Carmen de Algorismo clearly written earlier as it is quoted in the
Algorismus Vulgaris.24 Alexander of Villedieu was already well known for his book on
grammar, the Doctrinale Puerorum, and, like that text, the Carmen de Algorismo was
15. Cantor, “Über einen Codex des Klosters Salem,” 3.
16. Ibid., 11.
17. Halliwell, Rara Mathematica.
18. Ibid.
19. Petri Philomeni de Dacia, In Algorismum Vulgarem Johannis de Sacrobosco Commentarius, ed. Maximilianus Curtze (Copenhagen: A. F. Høst & Fil. Bibliop. Reg., 1897); Petrus de Dacia, Petri Philomenae
de Dacia et Petri de S. Audomaro Opera quadrivialia, ed. Fridericus Saaby Pedersen (Copenhagen: Societas
Linguae & Litterarum Danicarum, 1983).
20. Leonardo Pisano, Fibonacci’s Liber Abaci, 4.
21. Benedict, A Comparative Study of the Early Treatieses Introducing into Europe the Hindu Art of Reckoning, 120.
22. Allard, “The Influence of Arabic Mathematics in the Medieval West,” 523-524.
23. Benedict, A Comparative Study of the Early Treatieses Introducing into Europe the Hindu Art of Reckoning, 12-13.
24. Halliwell, Rara Mathematica, 11, 74-75.
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written in hexameter.25 The short text, running to around 300 verses, discusses numeration only briefly and then proceeds to the same seven operations of arithmetic, in the
same order, as the Salem treatise, although here they are referred to as partes rather than
species.26 Moreover, the extraction of roots is divided into square and cube roots.
The Algorismus Vulgaris lists nine operations, referred to as species, of arithmetic,
adding numeration and progression (that is, summing an arithmetic progression of numbers starting from 1 or 2).27 The latter operation appears in a single manuscript of the
Liber Alchorismi.28 The Algorismus Vulgaris explains the operations in greater detail and
clarity than the Carmen de Algorismo, yet, other than the section on progressions, provides few examples. The works may have been considered complementary, the Carmen
de Algorismo providing a brief, versified (and hence easier to memorize) form, while
the Algorismus Vulgaris supplied the clearer, more detailed, exposition.29 For examples,
the manuscript Ashmole 399 in the Bodleian Library at Oxford contains the Carmen de
Algorismo in folios 64r to 71r with the Algorismus Vulgaris in the margins of folios 64r to
66v,30 and the manuscript Bodleian 177 contains parts of the Algorismus Vulgaris with
each chapter followed by the corresponding passage from the Carmen de Algorismo.31
In In Algorismum Vulgarem Johannis de Sacrobosco Commentarius, Peter of Dacia provides the examples missing in the Carmen de Algorismo and Algorismus Vulgaris, as well
as more detailed explanations and background. Written in 129132 as a commentary on
the work of John of Sacrobosco, the text treats the same operations as the Algorismus
Vulgaris, sometimes, as in the extraction of cube roots, with modifications.33 Moreover,
25. Benedict, A Comparative Study of the Early Treatieses Introducing into Europe the Hindu Art of Reckoning, 122.
26. Halliwell, Rara Mathematica, 74.
27. Ibid., 2.
28. Baldassarre Boncompagni, ed., Ionnis Hispalensis: Liber Algorismi de Pratica Arismetrice, vol. II of
Trattati d’Aritmetica (Rome: Tipografia Delle Scienze Fisiche e Matematiche, 1857), 93-97.
29. Nadia Ambrosetti, “Algorthmic in the 12th Century: The Carmen de Algorismo by Alexander de
Villa Dei,” in History and Philosophy of Computing: Third International Conference, 2015, ed. Fabio Gadduci
and Mirko Tavosanis (Cham: Springer, 2016), 81.
30. “MS. Ashmole 399, 64r-71r,” in Digitial Bodleian (Bodleian Library, University of Oxford), https:
//digital.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/inquire/p/15a20263-f647-4913-9089-a9efbb37225c.
31. “MS. Bodleian 177, 45,” in Medieval Manuscripts in Oxford Libraries (Bodleian Library, University
of Oxford), https://medieval.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/catalog/manuscript_1234.
32. Benedict, A Comparative Study of the Early Treatieses Introducing into Europe the Hindu Art of Reckoning, 17.
33. Bo Göran Johansson, “Cube Root Extraction in Medieval Mathematics,” Historia Mathematica 38
(2011): 362.
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the examples in the text greatly enhance the, often complex, verbal explanations of the
original. For example, in his English translation of the Algorismus Vulgaris, Edward
Grant comments, in regard to the description of finding cube roots, that “[t]his complicated verbal description is virtually unintelligible without a concrete example,” and then
provides one taken from the commentary of Peter of Dacia.34

2.3. Vernacular texts
In addition to the Latin texts, the 13th century saw the emergence of versions of the
Indian calculus in Western European vernacular languages. One of the earliest of such
vernacular versions is a 13th century text in French verse.35 It does not appear to reflect
any other known treatise, although there are some similarities to various other versions.36
The text discusses numeration, which it refers to as progression, only briefly before
proceeding to present addition, subtraction, duplation, mediation, multiplication, and
division. Beyond merely presenting the forms of the Indo-Arabic digits, as in most
texts, there are 10 verses explicating the shapes of the numerals. For example, four is
described as “un ‘o’ qui .ii. piés” [“an ‘o’ with two feet”].37
A second French work from the 13th century is, for the most part, a prose translation
of the Carmen de Algorismo.38 Although it differs from the latter in its list of operations,
omitting extraction of roots and so listing only six arithmetic operations (referred to as
parties),39 the treatise in fact ends with a discussion of both square and cube roots. The
work is very short, so much so that Louis Karpinski claims it to be “too brief to be useful
in teaching the new arithmetic.”40
By the 14th century, vernacular translations began to appear in other languages as well.
For example, Jacob of Florence wrote the Tractatus Algorismo in Tuscan in 1307.41 The
34. Edward Grant, ed., A Source Book in Medieval Science (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1974),
101.
35. Karpinski, “A Thirteenth Century Algorism in French Verse.”
36. Ibid., 46.
37. Ibid., 58-59.
38. Victor Mortet, “Le plus ancien traité français d’algorisme,” Bibliotheca mathematica 3, no. 9 (1908):
55–64.
39. Ibid., 61.
40. Karpinski, “A Thirteenth Century Algorism in French Verse,” 45.
41. Jens Høyrup, Jacopo da Firene’s Tractatus Algorismi and Early Italian Abbacus Culture (Basel:
Birkh”auser, 2007).
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incipit, in Latin, indicates that the the treatise will cover nine operations, namely, numeration, addition, subtraction, mediation, duplation, mutiplication, division, progression,
and extraction of roots; in actuality, it considers only numeration and mutiplication and
division of integers and fractions, along with a chapter on algebra.42 Another example is
a fragment of an English translation of a gloss on the Carmen de Algorismo.43 The short
fragment treats only numeration, but evidently is a translation of the same gloss as the
the Crafte of Nombrynge, a 15th century text in English.44 In addition, Benedict lists
vernacular texts in Hebrew45 and Greek, as well as one in Old Norse.46

42. Louis C. Karpinksi, “The Italian Arithmetic and Algebra of Master of Jacob of Florence, 1307,”
Archeion 11 (2-3 1929): 170.
43. Halliwell, Rara Mathematica, 29-31; Robert Steele, ed., The Earliest Arithmetics in English (London:
Oxford Univeristy Press, 1922), 70-71.
44. Steele, The Earliest Arithmetics in English, v-vi.
45. Benedict also lists a version in Hebrew from the 12th century: Benedict, A Comparative Study of the
Early Treatieses Introducing into Europe the Hindu Art of Reckoning, 10-11.
46. Ibid., 17-19.
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3. The Indian calculus in Old Norse
3.1. The manuscripts
A version of the Indian calculus in Old Norse, known simply as the Algorismus, has been
found in four separate manuscripts in Iceland. AM 544 4to (folios 90r-93r),1 GKS 1812
4to (folios 13v to 16v),2 and AM 685 d 4to (folios 24r to 29r)3 contain the full text, while
AM 736 III 4to contains a fragment of the text in folios 4r to 4v.4 The oldest of these is
thought to be the copy in AM 544, a part of Hauksbók.5

3.1.1. Hauksbók
The name Hauksbók refers to what are now three separate manuscripts, AM 371 4to,
AM 544 4to, and AM 675 4to. The codex takes its name from Haukr Erlendsson, an
Icelander by birth who served as a lawman, first in Iceland, in the latter part of the 13th
century, and afterwards in Norway, until his death in 1334. Much of the work is in the
hand of Haukr himself, with parts written by scribes in his employ. A small portion may
have been added after his death. The section containing the Algorismus is thought likely
to be from the years 1306 to 1308, a period during which Haukr was in Iceland.6
1. “AM 544 4to, 90r-93r,” in Handrit.is (National / University Library of Iceland), https://handrit.
is/en/manuscript/view/en/AM04-0544.
2. “GKS 1812 4to, 13v-16v,” in Handrit.is (National / University Library of Iceland), https : / /
handrit.is/en/manuscript/view/is/GKS04-1812.
3. “AM 685 d 4to, 24v-29r,” in digitalesamlinger.hum.ku.dk (Institut for Nordiske Studier og Sprogvidenskab), http://digitalesamlinger.hum.ku.dk/Home/Samlingerne/8043.
4. “AM 736 III 4to, 2r, 4r-4v,” in digitalesamlinger.hum.ku.dk (Institut for Nordiske Studier og Sprogvidenskab), http://digitalesamlinger.hum.ku.dk/Home/Details/148601.
5. Otto B. Bekken and Marit Christoffersen, “Algorismus,” in Medieval Scandinavia: An Encyclopedia
(Encyclopedias of the Middle Ages), ed. Phillip Pulsiano and Kirsten Wolf (Oxon: Routledge, 2016), 8–9.
6. Gunnar Harðarson and Stefan Karlsson, “Hauksbók,” in Medieval Scandinavia: An Encyclopedia (Encyclopedias of the Middle Ages), ed. Phillip Pulsiano and Kirsten Wolf (Oxon: Routledge, 2016), 271–272.
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The codex contains an eclectic mixture of texts. There are historical works, notably
Landnámabók and Kristni saga; works which may have been thought to be historical,
such as Trójumanna saga and Breta sǫgur; mathematical and scientific texts, such as the
Algorismus; philosophical and theological works; and various sagas and þættir. In addition, there are a number of texts, including copies of the Elucidarius and Vǫluspa, which
may have been added later. Hence, unlike many Icelandic manuscripts of the period,
Hauksbók was not a collection of texts on related subjects, but most likely a private collection for Haukr.7 The Algorismus itself appears in the manuscript, in folios 89v to 93r,
between two sagas, with Fóstbrœðra saga preceding it and Eiríks saga rauða immediately
following.

3.1.2. GKS 1812
The manuscript GKS 1812 falls broadly into the category of medieval encyclopedic literature.8 Unlike the modern encyclopedia, which typically implies an alphabetic compilation of the current state of knowledge on a broad swath of topics, either covering knowledge in general or a particular discipline, the medieval enclyopdia consisted of texts useful for a liberal education in the trivium (grammar, logic, and rhetoric) or quadrivium
(arithmetic, geometry, music, and astronomy).9 More particularly, the term describes
medieval Icelandic manuscripts comprising texts from the quadrivium, natural history,
or medicine.10
The manuscript itself is a composite, having been written by four different scribes
over a period of time stretching from the late 12th century into the 14th.11 The oldest
part of the manuscript, referred to as Section IV, consists of 11 folios (24r to 34v).12
The bulk of this section contains Rímbegla, a treatise devoted primarlily to calculations
involving calendars.13 The next oldest part, Section III, dating from the second quarter
7. Gunnar Harðarson and Stefan Karlsson, “Hauksbók,” 271.
8. Margaret Clunies Ross and Rudolf Simek, “Encylopedic literature,” in Medieval Scandinavia: An
Encyclopedia (Encyclopedias of the Middle Ages), ed. Phillip Pulsiano and Kirsten Wolf (Oxon: Routledge,
2016), 164–166.
9. Ibid., 164.
10. Gunnar Harðarson, “Medieval encyclopedic literature and Icelandic manuscripts,” 1.
11. Haraldur Bernharðsson, “GKS 1812 4to: Scribes and Scribal Practice,” 2.
12. Ibid., 1.
13. Ibid., 2.
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of the 13th century, consists of only four folios (5r to 6v and 35r to 36v).14 The text
contains more computational material, along with calendars, a world map, and a list of
certain Icelandic priests.15 Sections I (folios 1r to 4v, 7r to 13r, 18v1-19r13, and 22r10
to 23v36) and II (folios 13v to 18r, 19r13 to 22r9, and 1vb23-40) date from the 14th
century, possibly from the latter part of the first half of that century, and were written
by contemporaneous scribes who collaborated on some of their work.16 Along with the
Algorismus, which is attributed to Section II, in folios 13v to 16v, these sections contain
more computational and calendrical material; astronomical works, such as the StjǫrnuOdda tal, and diagrams of the planets and the zodiac; a diagram of philosophy;17 and
other mathematical material, such as a diagram of inscribed geometrical figures.18 The
latter diagram (folio 13r) immediately precedes the Algorismus, which is then followed
by a short passage (folios 16v32 to 17r12) describing the division of a Latin unit of
measurement, the as, into fractional parts.

3.1.3. Later versions
AM 685 d 4to is a manuscript of 32 folios. In addition to the Algorismus, it contains several theological texts, including the Elucidarius, and descriptions of some computational
matters, such as weight and length conversions between differing units of measurement.19
It is much younger than AM 544, most likely dating from the second half of the 15th
century.20 The Algorismus lies near the end of the manuscript, from folio 24v to folio
29r, just after a theological text on virtues and vices, De virtutibus et vitiis, and before a
final few folios containing more on computations.
AM 736 III 4to consists of just four folios, with the first three describing mainly
computational material. Folio 2r is of some note for featuring an elaborate diagram
representing the neoplatonic description of the relationships between the four elements.
14. Ibid., 1.
15. Ibid., 28.
16. Ibid., 1, 51.
17. See Gunnar Harðarson, “A Divisio Philosophiae in the Medieval Icelandic Manuscript GKS 1812°,”
Cahiers de l’Institut du Moyen-Âge grec et latin, no. 84 (2015): 2–21.
18. Haraldur Bernharðsson, “GKS 1812 4to: Scribes and Scribal Practice,” 40-41, 46.
19. Alfræði Íslenzk III: Rímtol, ed. Natanael Beckman and Kristian Kålund (Copenhagen: S. L. Møllers
Bogtrykkeri, 1916), 74-75.
20. “AM 685 d 4◦ ,” in ONP: Ordbog over det norrøne prosasprog (Institut for Nordisk Studier og Sprogvidenskab), https://onp.ku.dk/onp/onp.php?m135.
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We will have much more to say about these connections below, and will look briefly at
the use of diagrams to display these relationships in Appendix B. The final folio contains a fragment of the Algorismus which describes finding square and cube roots. This
manuscript is thought to be even younger than AM 685 d, likely dating from the middle
of the 16th century.21

3.2. Comparisons
3.2.1. GKS 1812 and Hauksbók
It is clear that the GKS 1812 copy and the Hauksbók copy of the Algorismus come from
the same exemplar. Although there are significant differences between the two at the
level of orthography, there is very little difference in the text itself. The most noticeable
is how new sections are denoted: Whereas the version in Hauksbók has section titles, new
sections in GKS 1812 are marked either with the drawing of a hand pointing to the right,
or with just a blank space (perhaps left by the scribe for the later inclusion of the drawing).
There are occasional omission of words in one text or the other, as in the first line where
Hauksbók has the words ok skipvdv which do not appear in GKS 1812. And there are
some instances of slightly different wording, as on one occasion when GKS 1812 has
jamnan where Hauksbók has avallt. Both texts have one significant mathematical error:
In discussing duplation, both mention that the given number, which is to be doubled,
may have a remainder of one-half if it itself was the result an earlier even number having
been halved. Of course, the referece should be to the earlier number having been odd.
This is evidence that the examplar had the same error, and that neither scribe noticed the
error (or, perhaps, neither scribe recognized that this was an error). Notably, the copy
of the text in AM 685 d 4to does not contain this error; either that later scribe worked
from copy which did not contain the error or recognized the error and corrected it.
The most striking differences between the copies in GKS 1812 and Hauksbók are in
the orthography. The Algorismus in Hauksbók was written by an Icelandic scribe often
described as “the first Icelandic secretary”.22 In contrast, the copy of the Algorismus in
21. “AM 736 III 4◦ ,” in ONP: Ordbog over det norrøne prosasprog (Institut for Nordisk Studier og Sprogvidenskab), https://onp.ku.dk/onp/onp.php?m136.
22. “AM 544 4to: Hauksbók; Iceland and Norway, 1290-1360,” https://handrit.is/en/manuscri
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GKS 1812 was written by a scribe who, although his cursive style is compatible with
Icelandic script of the time,23 was either Norwegian or had been trained in Norway.
Haraldur Bernharðsson conjectures that the scribe “may have been trained in the scribal
milieu associated with the royal chancery and St. Mary’s Church in Oslo in the first
half of the fourteenth century.”24 This Norwegian training is seen, for example, in the
spelling of such words as næst and bæði, spelled nꝏſt and bꝏðe in GKS 1812 but nęſt
and będi in Hauksbók, and hleypr, spelled lo᷎ypir in GKS 1812 but hleypr in Hauksbók, as
well as words in which g is written as gh, such as merkingh in GKS 1812 for merking in
Hauksbók. However, the Norwegian influence give us no indication as to where the text
was composed. Moreover, as mentioned above, the scribe who copied Section II of GKS
1812, and, in particular, the Algorismus, collaborated with the scribe who wrote Section
I, and the evidence points to the latter scribe having been Icelandic.25

3.2.2. Algorismus and the Carmen de Algorismo
The text of the Carmen de Algorismo varies from manuscript to manuscript. For example,
the version in manuscript Bodleian Auct. F. 5. 29 and the version edited by Robert
Steele in The Earliest Arithmetics in English have six verses at the end on the addition of
progressions that are not in the version in Rara Mathematica edited by James Orchard
Halliwell.26 Moreover, the version found in the The Crafte of Nombrynge, a 15th century
English translation of a gloss of the Carmen de Algorismo, has additional verses describing
mental arithmetic.27 However, if we take the version in Rara Mathematica as a standard,
then there is very little difference between the presentations of the methods of arithmetic
in the Carmen de Algorismo and the Algorismus, although the constraints of writing in
Latin hexameter sometimes forced the former into more complicated syntax than would
be necessary in the Old Norse prose presentation of the latter.
As noted by Kristín Bjarnadóttir and Bjarni V. Halldórsson in their discussion of the
pt/view/en/AM04-0544; Bekken and Christoffersen, “Algorismus,” 8.
23. Haraldur Bernharðsson, “GKS 1812 4to: Scribes and Scribal Practice,” 49.
24. Ibid., 50.
25. Ibid., 51.
26. “MS. Auct. F. 5. 29,” in Medieval Manuscripts in Oxford Libraries (Bodleian Library, University of
Oxford), https://medieval.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/catalog/manuscript_700; Steele, The Earliest
Arithmetics in English; Halliwell, Rara Mathematica.
27. Steele, The Earliest Arithmetics in English, 23-32.
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Algorismus in Hauksbók, these differences include (1) the addition of a few simple examples of numeration; (2) the inclusion of a rule, with an example, for multiplying digits;
and (3) a listing of the even and odd digits.28 We will consider the first two of these
differences when we discuss numeration and multiplication below.
The Carmen de Algorismo states that a number is even if the first digit on the right
is even and odd if the first digit is odd.29 However, it does not specify which digits are
even and which are odd. In the Algorismus, the even digits are listed as 2, 4, 6, and
8, omitting

. As in the Carmen de Algorismo, the cipher is not considered a number,

but merely a marker signifiying nothing. The statement of this in GKS 1812, which
differs only in orthography from the the statement in Hauksbók and closely follows the
analogous statement in the Carmen de Algorismo,30 reads: “Cifra merkir ekki fir ſik en
hon gerír ſtað ok gefuir adrum figurum merkingh.”31 [The cipher denotes nothing in
itself, but it creates a place and gives the previous figures signification.] Since the cipher
is not a number, and so, a fortiori, not an even number, the general definition of an even
number requires a special case for multiples of ten, that is, numbers with a cipher in
the first place on the right. The odd digits are listed as 3, 5, 7, and 9, with the notable
omission of 1. The statement in GKS 1812, again differing only in orthography from
the statement in Hauksbók, but absent from the Carmen de Algorismo, reads: “En ein er
huarki þuí at hann er eigi tala heldir uphaf allrar tolu.”32 [But one is neither [even nor
odd] because it is thought to be the origin of all number.]
As Otto Bekken and Marit Christoffersen have pointed out in their work on the Algorismus in Hauksbók,33 this appears to be an echo of a passage from the Dixit Algorizmi:
Et iam patefeci in libro algebr et almucabalah, idest restaurationis et oppositionis, quod uniuersus numerus sit compositus et quod uniuersus numerus
28. Kristín Bjarnadóttir and Bjarni V. Halldórsson, “The Norse treatise algorismus,” in Actes du 10éme
colloque maghrébin sur l’histoire des mathḿatiques arabes (Tunis: Association tunisienne des sciences mathématiques, 2011), 69.
29. Halliwell, Rara Mathematica, 74.
30. Ibid., 73.
31. “GKS 1812 4to, 13v-16v,” in digitalesamlinger.hum.ku.dk (Institut for Nordiske Studier og Sprogvidenskab), 13v, http://digitalesamlinger.hum.ku.dk/Home/Samlingerne/33608.
32. Ibid.
33. Otto B. Bekken and Marit Christoffersen, “Algorismus i Hauksbók i europeisk perspektiv,” in The
Sixth International Saga Conference, 28.7-28.8 1985: Workshop papers I-II, ed. Jonna Louis-Jensen, Christopher Sanders, and Peter Springborg (Copenhagen: Det arnamagnæanske Institut, 1985), 148.
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componatur super unum. Unum ergo inuenitur in uniuerso numero. Et hoc
est quod in alio libro arithmetice dicitur quia unum est radix uniuersi numeri et est extra numerum: radix numeri est quia per eum inuenitur omnis
numerus; extra numerum uero est quia inuenitur per se, idest absque alio
aliquo numero.34
[And as I already explained in the book on algebra and almacabala, that is, on
restoration and comparison, every number is composed and every number is
built upon one. Therefore one is found in every number. And this is why in
another book on arithmetic it is said that one is the origin of every number
and is outside of number: it is the origin of number because by means of it
all number is found; but it is outside of number because it is found by itself,
that is, apart from any other number.]
There are several possibilities for the reference to “another book on arithimetic”. In the
first definition of Book VII of the Elements, Euclid states: “An unit is that by virtue
of which each of the things that exist is called one.” And, in the second definition, he
adds: “A number is a multitude composed of units.”35 In Chapter VII of his Introduction to
Arithmetic, Nicomachus writes: “Number is a limited mulitude or a combination of units
or a flow of quantity made up of units.”36 And in Chapter VIII he adds: “[U]nity is the
natural starting point of all number.”37 Moroever, Boethius, in Chapter 7 of Book 1 of his
De Insitutione Arithmetica, writes: “Quare constat primam esse unitatem cunctorum , qui
sunt in naturali dispositione, numerorum et eam rite totius quamvis prolixae genitricem
pluralitatis agnosci.”38 [“For that reason it [unity] constitutes the primary unit of all
numbers which are in the natural order and is rightly recognized as the generator of
the total extended plurality of numbers.”39 ]
34. Allard, Muhammad Ibn Mūsā Al-Khwārizmī: Le Calcul Indien (Algorismus), 1.
35. Euclid, The Thirteen Books of Euclid’s Elements, trans. T. L. Heath, vol. 2 (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1908), 277.
36. Nicomachus, Introduction to Arithmetic, ed. Martin Luther D’Ooge (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1926), 190.
37. Ibid., 192.
38. Boethius, De institutione arithmetica libri duo : De institutione musica libri quinque, ed. Godofredus
Friedlein (Leipzig: Aedibus B. G. Teubneri, 1867), 16.
39. Boethius, Boethian Number Theory: A translation of the De Insitutione Arithmetica, trans. Michael Masi
(Amsteram: Rodopi, 1983), 79.
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3. The Indian calculus in Old Norse
Beyond the small differences in the discussion of the operations of arithmetic, the
Algorismus differs from the Carmen de Algorismo in its inclusion of a final section on the
creation and relationships between the four elements. We will consider that in detail in
Chapter 5 below, where we will also have more to say concerning the books on arithmetic
written by Nicomachus and Boethius.
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4.1. Numeration
The numerals used in the text are typical of medieval renderings of the ghubār numerals
borrowed from Arab writings in North Africa and Spain. The Arabic term ghubār means
“dust”, referring to the dust boards which were used to carry out arithmetic calculations
using the numerals.1 In the Algorismus, they are written as

The text refers to any one of these as a stafr, translating figura from Latin. These are
similar to the forms of the numerals found in manuscripts in Western Europe in the
12th through 14th centuries, as described by G. F. Hill2 and summarized by Smith and
Karpinski.3 For example, these forms match those of the 13th century French prose text
discussed above, except that text does not include

in the list of numerals. However,

even though , referred to as cifra in the text, is listed as a numeral, it is not equivalent to
the modern notion of the number zero. The word is borrowed directly from Latin, which
in turn comes from the Arabic ṣifr, itself a translation of the Sanskrit śūnya, meaning
“empty”.4 Throughout the text, it is clear that the stafr, or figura, cifra is not a number,
but rather a placeholder representing nothing, a necessity in a positional system for
denoting numbers when there is not a clear notion of a number zero. When

appears in

1. Paul Kunitzsch, “The Transmission of Hindu-Arabic Numerals Reconsidered,” chap. 1 in The Enterprise of Science in Islam: New Perspectives, ed. Jan P. Hogendijk and Abdelhamid I. Sabra (Cambridge:
MIT Press, 2003), 3–21.
2. G. F. Hill, The Development of the Arabic Numerals (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1915).
3. Smith and Karpinski, The Hindu Arabic Numerals, 143.
4. “cipher | cypher, n.,” in OED Online (Oxford University Press, 2020), http://www.oed.com/
viewdictionaryentry/Entry/33115.
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some position in writing a number, it indicates that that power of ten does not contribute
anything to the number, and that the next digit will represent a multiple of the next power
of ten. Not being a number, a cipher cannot be operated on arithmetically, and so any
arithmetic operations which appear to involve

always necessitate special instructions

on how one is to procede.
The Algorismus treats numeration only briefly. The examples provided are of the
simplest variety: 8 to show how to a write a number consisting of only a single digit
(fingr, literally “finger”, translating the Latin digitus); 70 to illustrate writing an article
(liðr, literally “joint”, translating the Latin articulus), that is, a mutiple of 10; and 65
to illustrate writing a compound number (samsett tala, translating the Latin compositus
numerus), that is, a number consisting of a an article and a digit.5 Certainly, none of
these come close to the example of 1,180,703,051,492,863 in the Dixit Algorizmi. On
the other hand, the Carmen de Algorismo provides no examples of numeration at all.

4.2. Arithmetic operations
The algorithms for the four basic arithmetic operations (addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division) are essentially those still taught in schools today. They differ
only in the way they are implemented, as they are designed for performing calculations
on a dust board, or other easily erasable medium, rather than with pen and paper. In
particular, intermediate calculations are erased along the way, and one of the original
numbers may be overwritten or erased as the process proceeds. Duplation and mediation, although they are just special cases of multiplying and dividing by 2, are described
separately. Louis Karpinski provides detailed descriptions of all six of these procedures
based on two 12th century texts of the Indian calculus.6 Kristín Bjarnadóttir describes
these algorithms, as well as the ones for finding roots, based on the Hauksbók version of
the Algorismus.7
5. Although this translates literally as “composite number”, I have translated it as “compound number”
to avoid confusion with the conventional definition of a composite number.
6. Karpinski, “Two Twelfth Century Algorisms.”
7. Kristín Bjarnadóttir, “Algorismus: Fornt stærðfræðirit í íslenskum handritum,” NETLA, 2004, htt
ps://netla.hi.is/greinar/2004/001/prent/index.htm.
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4.2.1. Addition and subtraction
For both addition and subtraction, the algorithms begin with specifying that the two
numbers be written down, one above the other and aligned on the right. For subtraction,
the smaller of the two numbers is written on the second line. The processes are then
identical to those taught today, except that the result gradually replaces the upper number
rather than being written below the two numbers. The text does not mention making
any changes to the lower numbers. The examples in the commentary of Peter of Dacia
show the lower number either left as it is or gradually replaced by ciphers as the stages
progress. Karpinski shows the lower number being erased, digit by digit, as the operation
moves from right to left. This would be in some way similar to what occurs when using
an abacus, as the final state of the abacus is simply the result of the calculation, the
original numbers disappearing as their beads are combined on the rods of the abacus.
For example, to add 2078 to 1325, the reader is instructed to first write the two numbers one under the other, with the smaller number below and aligned to the right, as
so,
2 0 7 8

.

1 3 2 5
Starting from the right, we add the lower digit to the upper digit. If the result is a digit,
we simply replace the upper digit (in this example, 8) with the new digit. But here the
sum of 8 and 5 is 13, so we are told to replace the 8 with the 3 from the 13 and add the
1 from the 13 to the 7 in the next place. Hence we now have
2 0 8 3

.

1 3 2
We now move to the next digit of the lower number, and repeat the procedure. This
time we add 2 to 8, which gives us 10, which is an article. The text tells us we should
replace the 8 in the upper number with a cipher, and add the 1 of the article to the next
place. Since the next place is a cipher, we simply replace it with the 1. So we now have
2 1 0 3

.

1 3
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Proceeding to the next digit, we add 3 to 1 to obtain 4, which, since it is a digit, simply
replacess the 1. This gives us
2 4 0 3

.

1
Finally, reaching the end, we add 1 to 2, which is again a digit, so we have the final result
3 4 0 3.

Subtraction works much the same way. For example, to subtract 1872 from 2015,
we begin by writing the numbers down as in the previous example, although it is now
essential that the smaller number be written below the larger. So we start with
2 0 1 5

.

1 8 7 2
Starting with the first digits on the right, we are instructed to take the lower digit from
the upper digit, replacing the upper digit with the result if something remains (that is, if
the result is nonzero), and with a cipher if nothing remains. For this example, 2 from 5
leaves 3, so we now have
2 0 1 3

.

1 8 7
But a problem arises if a digit in the top number is smaller than the corresponding digit
in the lower number. In that case, we are told to take one away from the next digit of the
top number and add it, as 10, to the digit in the top number that we are working with.
Again, there is a potential problem if the next digit is actually a cipher. In that case, we
must find the first digit which is not a cipher to the left of the current digit, reduce it
by one, and replace all the ciphers by nine. In this example, that means, for the second
step, add 10 to the digit above the 7, making it 11, and replace the 2 and 0 to its left
with 1 and 9. We then subract the 7 of the lower number from 11, to obtain 4, and so
the completed step looks like
1 9 4 3
1 8
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Proceeding to the next step, taking 8 from 9 leaves 1, so we have
1 1 4 3
1
And so, finally, subtracting 1 from 1 will leave nothing. Although the text says to write
a cipher whenever this happens, in practice ciphers to the left of a number would be
omitted. So the final result is now
1 4 3.

4.2.2. Duplation and mediation

The algorithms for duplation and mediation are similar to each other, although the former proceeds from the left and the latter from the right. For duplation, one successively
doubles the digits of the given number from left to right; for mediation, one successively
halves the digits of the number from right to left.
To double a number, we are told to first write the number. For example, we might
start with
4 7 9 3.
Starting from the left, we double the first digit, replacing the 4 with an 8 to obtain
8 7 9 3.
Proceeding to the next digit, doubling 7 gives us 14. Since this is a compound number,
we are told to write the digit 4 in the same place, but to add the 1 to the preceding 8, as
we would in addition. Hence we now have
9 4 9 3.
Moving to the next digit, doubling 9 gives us 18, so we replace the 9 with an 8 and add
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1 to the preceding 4 to obtain 5. So we now have
9 5 8 3.
Finally, we double 3, giving us 6 in the rightmost place, and our final answer is
9 5 8 6.

The section has an extra instruction for the case where a semis, that is, the symbol
, denoting 12 , is written over the first digit on the right. This symbol would appear
there only if the number being doubled was the result of some odd number8 having
previously been halved. This procedure is described in the next section on mediation,
so the insertion here may be an indication that the order of presentation of the operations
of duplation and mediation were reversed in some early text from which the Algorismus
is derived. Here we are told that, in the process of duplation, if a semis is written over
the first digit of the original number, then one should be added to the first digit after it
has been doubled.
Mediation begins from the right. If the first digit is even, it is divided in half. But
if it is odd, the instructions are to subtract one from that digit, divide the resulting
even number in half, and denote the remainder of

1
2

in some manner. As mentioned

above, the Algorismus says this should be done by writing a Latin symbol for 12 , namely,
, the semis, over the last digit of the result. There appears to be some missing text
in regard to the case if the first digit is a one, but there is an indication that, for that
case, a cipher should be written where the one was. Different versions of the Indian
calculus denote this remainder in various ways. The Carmen de Algorismo instructs the
reader to denote the remainder in a way similar to the Algorismus, although it does not
name the symbol used for

1
2

nor does it indicate what it looks like.9 Other texts, such

as the Dixit Algorizmi, the Liber Ysagogarum Alchorismi, the Liber Alchorismi, and the
Liber Pulueris, use a sexagesimal system, that is, a system using minutes and seconds, to
denote fractions, and so denote the remainder as 30 out of 60. For example, the two 12th
8. The text says even number, but this is clearly a scribal error.
9. Halliwell, Rara Mathematica, 76.
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century texts edited by Karpinski describe writing 30 under the last digit (representing
the fraction

30
)
60

to denote the remaining 12 .10 The Algorisms Vulgaris mentions various

ways for denoting the remainder, including writing the sexagesimal minutes, writing a
1, or writing a figure for 12 .11
Mediation then proceeds through the rest of the digits in a similar way, with one
modification: For odd digits, the procedure is to halve the even digit one less than the
given digit and then add five to the previous place (namely, one position to the right).
For example, beginning with
7 4 5
the first step would be to subtract 1 from 5, divide the resulting 4 in half, and then replace
the 5 with a 2 and a raised semis, giving us
7 4 2 .
Next, divide the middle 4 in half, obtaining
7 2 2 .
For the final step, subtract 1 from 7, divide the resulting 6 in half, and add the remainder
5 to the previous 4, resulting in the final outcome
3 7 2 .

4.2.3. Multiplication and division
The multiplication and division algorithms are again similar to those taught in modern
arithmetic. Unlike the modern method, multiplication begins from the left instead of
from the right, and the intermediate results gradually replace the number on the top line
rather than being written below. Still, the underlying algorithm is the same.
To begin the algorithm, the two numbers to be multiplied are written, one under the
10. Karpinski, “Two Twelfth Century Algorisms,” 400.
11. Halliwell, Rara Mathematica, 9.
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other, but, unlike with addition and subtraction, the lower number is written with its
right most digit beneath the left most digit of the upper number. So, for example, to
find 432 × 875, we first write
4 3 2

.

8 7 5
The next step is to multiply the lower number, 875, by the left-most digit of the upper
number, namely, 4, one digit at a time, starting with the left-most digit, that is, 8, while
writing the result directly above the lower number. Hence, since 4 × 8 is 32, we first
write
3 2

4 3 2

.

8 7 5
Next, 4 × 7 is 28, so we write the digit 8 above lower 7, and add the article 2 to the 2
above the 8. Hence we have
3 4 8 4 3 2

.

8 7 5
Then 4 × 5 is 20, so replace the 4 in the upper number by a cipher and add 2 to the 8
above the 7. So, after multiplying 875 by 4, we have
3 5 0 0 3 2

.

8 7 5
The next step requires shifting the lower number one place to the right, and repeating
the previous procedure, that is, multiplying 875 by 3, digit by digit. So, starting with
3 5 0 0 3 2

,

8 7 5
we multiply 3 × 8, which is 24, to find
3 7 4 0 3 2
8 7 5
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Then 3 × 7 is 21, giving us
3 7 6 1 3 2

.

8 7 5
And 3 × 5 is 15, and now the digit 5 replaces the 3 in the upper number and 1 is added
to the 1 to its left. Thus, after two multiplications, we have
3 7 6 2 5 2

.

8 7 5
We now shift the lower number one place to the right, giving us
3 7 6 2 5 2

,

8 7 5
and mutltiply 2 times 875. Now 2 × 8 is 16, so we have
3 7 7 8 5 2

.

8 7 5
And 2 × 7 is 14, giving us
3 7 7 9 9 2

.

8 7 5
Finally, 2 × 5 is 10, so the 2 in the upper number is replaced by a cipher and the article
1 is added to the place to its left, giving us the final result
3 7 8 0 0 0

.

8 7 5
That is, 432 × 875 is 378,000.
For division, the numbers are arranged differently than our current method for long
division, but the calculations are identical. The divisor is written below the number being
divided (aligned to the left), the successive parts of the quotient are written above the
top number, and the number being divided is successively dimished by the intermediate
products as the algorithm proceeds. For example, to divide 87,453 by 272, we first write
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the two numbers as so
8 7 4 5 3

.

2 7 2
Then we note that 272 divides into 874 three times. Multiplying 272 by 3 gives us 816,
which is then subtracted from 874, leaving 58. Writing the digit 3 above the upper
number, aligned with the right-most digit of the lower number, and replacing 874 with
58, gives us
3
5 8 5 3.
2 7 2
The instructions now say to shift the divisor 272 one space to the right and repeat the
process. This time we see that 272 divides 585 two times. Writing the 2 above the upper
number, aligned with the right-most digit of the divisor, and subtracting 272 × 2 = 544
from 585, which leaves 41, we now have
3 2
4 1 3.
2 7 2
We again shift 272 one space to the right, and notice that it divides 413 only once. Since
subtracting 272 frome 413 leaves 141, we add the 1 to the end of our quotient and replace
413 with the remainder 141. This is the final step, and we have
3 2 1
1 4 1.
2 7 2
We read this as saying that 87,453 divided by 272 is 321, with a remainder of 141. That
is,
272 × 321 + 141 = 87,453,
a computation the text recommends to check that the division has been performed correctly.
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Of course, to efficiently use either the muliplication or division algorithm, one needs
to be able to easily find products of the digits 1 through 9. In modern schools, this is
taught through memorization of the table of the products. This is also seen in some
versions of the Indian calculus. For example, the Liber Ysagogarum Alchorismi contains
such a table.12 Other texts describe various rules for aiding in the computation of these
products. The treatise from the Salem Abbey presumes knowledge of the products of the
digits 1 through 5 and then provides rules for finding the other products.13 For example,
if both a and b are digits greater than 5, then
ab = 10(b − (10 − a)) + (10 − a)(10 − b)
allows one to find ab knowing only the products of the digits 1 through 5. For exaample,
8 × 7 = 10(7 − (10 − 8)) + (10 − 8)(10 − 7) = (10 × 5) + (2 × 3) = 56.
Also, multiples of 9 are found easily using, for any digit a,
9a = 10a − a.

(4.1)

For example,
9 × 4 = 10 × 4 − 4 = 36.
The Algorismus provides only one aid for finding products of digits:
þar nꝏſt ſkalt þu hugſa huerſſu mikít ena meiri figuru ſkortír a tíu. þa er þu
uilt marghfalda. Ok ſua marghar einngar ſem a ſkortír a tíu. ſua opt ſkalt þu
ena mínní toluna þaa er þu vilt margfaldda taka af tíghum hennar. ok at þu
ſkilir þetta marg faldda ſeau ok níu . Nío ſkortír eín a tío. þuí tak þu eína
ſeau af ſeautighum. þa uerda eftir þrír ok ſextíghí. þat eru ſeau ſínnúm níu.
At ſlíku ſkapi mat þu aðrar tolur ro᷎yna.14
[Next you shall consider how much the larger figure which you want to
12. Allard, Muhammad Ibn Mūsā Al-Khwārizmī: Le Calcul Indien (Algorismus), 27.
13. Cantor, “Über einen Codex des Klosters Salem,” 5; Benedict, A Comparative Study of the Early
Treatieses Introducing into Europe the Hindu Art of Reckoning, 89.
14. Differs only in orthography from the statement in Hauksbók: “GKS 1812 4to, 13v-16v,” 14v.
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multiply lacks from ten. And as many units as are lacking from ten, that is
how often you should take the smaller number, that you want to multiply,
from that number of tens. So that you understand this, multiply seven and
nine. Nine is one less than ten, therefore you take one seven away from
seventy, and then sixty-three remains. That is seven times nine. In the
same manner you can attempt other numbers.]
That is, to multiply two digits, consider the difference between the larger digit and ten,
then subtract the smaller number that many times from the smaller digit number of tens.
The example given is of the simplest type:
7 × 9 = (10 × 7) − 7(10 − 9) = 70 − 7 = 63,
The method described here is a general version of (4.1): For any integers a and b between
1 and 9,
ab = 10a − a(10 − b),

(4.2)

although the example given would also follow from (4.1). Although the text specifies
that the formula should be used with a less than b, no further indication is given as to
when (4.2) is more efficient than a direct calculation. For example, (4.2) is perhaps useful
in finding 7 × 8, but not for something like 3 × 5. On the other hand, the Carmen de
Algorismo does not provide any methods for multiplying digits.
Outside of listing the squares and cubes of the integers from 1 to 9, this is the only
place the text provides an example calculation.

4.3. Finding roots
As noted above in reference to the Carmen de Algorismo, the method described in the
Algorismus for finding roots is very difficult to follow in the absence of specific examples. The algorithm was known in China and India at least as far back as the third century
CE and continued to be taught in schools well into the 20th century.15 There are more
15. Jean-Luc Chabert, ed., A History of Algorithms, trans. Chris Weeks (Berlin: Springer-Verlag, 1999),
205.
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computationally efficient methods for finding, or approximating, roots, such as algorithms based on a method developed by Isaac Newton for finding approximate solutions
to certain equations. Although Newton’s method depends on techniques drawn from his
calculus,16 when applied to finding square roots it is equivalent to a technique described
by Heron in the first century,17 and may go as far back as the Babylonian mathematics of
the second millenium BCE.18 Whereas those algorithms do not depend on the system of
representation used for the numbers involved, the method described in the Algorismus
depends on using a positional representation system. Morever, unlike Newton’s method,
it is able to produce the exact digits of the desired root, one by one, starting from the
left, much in the way the division algorithm produces successive digits of a quotient.
The root finding algorithm in the Algorismus is dependent on the number of digits in
the number whose root is sought. In part, this shows how closely tied the technique is to
the representation of the number. The reason for this is straightforward: For squares, the
square of a single digit is a number with 1 or 2 digits, the square of a number with 2 digits
is a number with 3 or 4 digits, the square of a number with 3 digits is a number with 5 or
6 digits, and so on. For cubes, the cube of a single digit is a number with 1 to 3 digits,
the cube of a number with 2 digits is a number with 4 to 6 digits, the cube of a number 3
digits is a number with 7 to 9 digits, and so on. Hence the text breaks the algorithm for
finding square roots into two cases, according to whether the given number has an odd
or an even number of digits. The case of an odd number of digits is treated first, and
begins with finding the largest digit whose square is less than or equal to the first digit
of the given number. At the end of the section, the remark “En ef fyſti ſtadir þeirar tolu
er þu ritadir uar iafn þa fín fíngir undir nꝏſtu figuru ok margfalða a ſomu leid”19 [If the
first place of that number which you wrote was even, then find a digit under the next
figure and multiply in the same way] indicates that the same procedure is to be used for
numbers with an even number of digits, excepting that the first step is to find the largest
digit whose square is less than or equal to the first two digits of the given number. For
16. Given an approximate solution a to an equation f (x) = 0, an improved approximation is given by
0
a − ff0(a)
(a) , where f denotes the derivative of f .
17. Given an approximation a to the square root of a number c, an improved approximation is given by
c
a+ a
2 , the average of a and the number of times a divides into c.
18. Chabert, A History of Algorithms, 200-201.
19. Differs only in orthography from the statement in Hauksbók: “GKS 1812 4to, 13v-16v,” 15v.
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finding cube roots, the algorithm begins with instructions to consider the digits of the
given number in groups of three, described as where the number breaks into thousands:
Ef þu vilt finna <rot> vndir cubíco. hugſa huerſſu mikil tala er. ok huerſſu
margir ſtadír ero. Fín þar nꝏſt fingir j enum fremſta þuſunda ſtað. Þuſunda
ſtaði kollum uer þa alla er um þuſundir eínar bríotaſt. þat er en fiordí oc en
ſeundí ok en tiundí ok en þrettandí ok af afalt lo᷎ypir ifuir tua ſtadi.20
[If you want to find a cube root, note how big the number is and how many
places it has. Then find the nearest digit in the farthest of the thousands
place. We call places of the thousands all those which break only into thousands. That is the fourth, the seventh, the tenth, the thirteenth, and always
jump over two places.]
In modern number notation, those are the places where delimiters, either a comma or
a period, are inserted to aid in reading large numbers. The algorithm then begins by
finding the largest digit whose cube is less than or equal to the digits in the thousands
group farthest to the left.
Although the presentation in the text is difficult to unravel, the bases for the algorithms
are the the binomial expansions
(x + y)2 = x2 + 2xy + y 2

(4.3)

(x + y)3 = x3 + 3x2 y + 3xy 2 + y 3 .

(4.4)

and

In fact, the method is easily extended to finding nth roots, where n is any positive integer,
using the expansion of (x + y)n . Without a method for symbolic notation, keeping track
of the middle terms in these expansions leads to convoluted expressions and the need
for extra terminology. In the case of the square root algorithm, the term “duple” is
introduced for twice a number and “subduple” for the number itself. For cube roots, we
have the corresponding terms “triple”, for three times a given number, and “subtriple”,
which is the original number itself. Using these terms, the text attempts to keep track of
20. Differs only in orthography from the statement in Hauksbók: “GKS 1812 4to, 13v-16v,” 15v.
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the terms in the expansions (4.3) and (4.4). The process is nearly impossible to follow
without using an example.
To keep the exposition simple, consider the example of finding the cube root of a
number N which has between 4 and 6 digits.21 The Algorismus emphasizes that, although
any number may be squared or cubed, not every number is the square or cube of some
other number. That is, not every integer has an integer square root or an integer cube
root. Hence, more precisely, in general we are not looking for the cube root of N , but
rather the largest integer m for which m3 ≤ N . As discussed above, m will have 2 digits,
so we may write it in the form
m = 10a + b,
where a is an integer between 1 and 9 and b is an integer between 0 and 9. That is, a
and b are the two digits of m in the Indo-Arabic numeration. To find a and b, we note
that, using (4.4),
m3 = (10a + b)3 = 1000a3 + 300a2 b + 30ab2 + b3 .

(4.5)

Note that 1000a3 has between 4 and 6 digits, and represents the value of a, regarded as
an article, cubed. Hence the instructions are to find the largest value of a for which a3 is
less than or equal to the digits of N in the 4th through 6th positions. That is, we want to
choose the largest value for a for which 1000a3 ≤ N . We then reduce N by that amount
in those decimal places. The point of this is that subtracting 1000a3 from N , using (4.5)
will give us
N − 1000a3 ≥ m3 − 1000a3 = 300a2 b + 30ab2 + b3 = b(300a2 + 30ab + b2 ).

(4.6)

Much of the text concerns how to keep track of, and sum together, those terms in
parentheses. We now need to find the value of b, which will be the largest digit for
which the term on the left in (4.6) will be less than the now reduced value of N . That

21. For an example with more digits, see: Kristín Bjarnadóttir, “Algorismus: Fornt stærðfræðirit í íslenskum handritum.”
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is, we now choose the largest value for b for which
b(300a2 + 30ab + b2 ) ≤ N − 1000a3 .
If there is a b for which this is an equality, then m3 = N ; otherwise, N = m3 + r, where
r = N − 1000a3 − b(300a2 + 30ab + b2 ).

For an example, suppose N = 39,340. Noting the division into thousands, we start by
looking for the largest digit whose cube is less than or equal to the left-most thousands.
That is, for this example, we look for the largest digit whose cube is less than the 39.
Hence we start with a = 3 since 33 = 27, but 43 = 64. The text now tells us “ok þar
nꝏſt [tak] af o᷎fre tolu þeſſa tolu alla gengt fíngrinum þeim ſealfum” [and next take from
the upper number this entire number aligned with that digit itself], that is, that we should
now align 27 under 39, subtract, and replace 39 with the the result, namely, 12. More
directly, since 303 = 27,000, we find
39,340 − 27,00 = 12,340,
and so write 12,340 where we initially had 39,340. So at his point we know that the
desired cube root has two digits, the left-most of which is a = 3.
To this point, the exposition has been somewhat straightforward. But now it is necessary to keep track of several quantitites, combining them in specific ways while maintaining their proper position in the numeration system. This is where the lack of any
examples or algebraic notation greatly hinders the presentation. As noted above, the
terms “triple” and “subtriple” have been introduced to help carry some of the burden of
the exposition, yet keeping track of their respective positions and combinations in the
terse presentation is a daunting task. However, with a bit of algebraic notation, the final
step for our example is seen easily. To find the remaining digit, b, we look for the largest
integer b for which
b(300a2 + 30ab + b2 ) = b(2,700 + 90b + b2 ) ≤ 12,340.
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Trial and error leads to b = 4, in which case
b(2,700 + 90b + b2 ) = 4(2,700 + 360 + 16) = 12,304,
leaving a reminder of
12,340 − 12,304 = 36.
Hence our sought for cube root is 34, with a remainder of 36, or, more precisely, we
have found that
39,340 = 343 + 36.
Put another way, the calcualations have shown that
34 <

p
3
39,340 < 35.

It is interesting to note that there are many intermediate calcuations to perform when
applying this algorithm. Although the text has already provided the necessary instructions for performing these calculations, there are no instructions as to where these calculations are to be written.

Describing the above in words alone, and, even worse, without looking at a particular
example, is a challenging task. Moreover, the Algorismus describes the general case for a
number N with an arbitrary number of digits. This complicates the use of the binomial
expansion, necessitating an even more elaborate textual description to keep track of the
required intermediate calculations. Additionally, as we saw in even the very first step
of the example, the exposition has to take great care that the intermediate results are
positioned correctly, with phrases such as “o᷎fre gengt” [aligned over] used to remind the
reader where to align the digits to obtain the proper value in the numeration system. This
raises some questions about the usefulness of the Algorismus for learning the algorithms
for square and cube roots. Moreover, it is unclear how the necessity of finding a cube
root of a large number might arise in the practice of commerce.
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4.4. Learning from the text
It is hard to learn mathematics, even in the form of the elementary arithmetic covered by
the Algorismus, without examples. Even more, like the Carmen de Algorismo itself, the
descriptions provided in the text are often difficult to unravel. A reader accustomed to
using an abacus might have little trouble with the addition and subtraction algorithms,
but the other operations would be a challenge to learn from the text alone. That is
perhaps why in a manuscript such as Bodleian Auct. F. 5. 29 there are examples in the
margins and a number of problems appended to the end of the text of the Carmen de
Algorismo.22 Moreover, as noted above, the verse form of the Carmen de Algorismo may
have aided memorization, a help for those who either were already familiar with the basic
techniques or were using a text which also included, in some form, a more explanatory
text, such as the Algorismus Vulgaris.
However, the Algorismus is not in verse, and none of the extant copies of it have
either marginal notes with examples or additional textual explanation. The lack of any
significant numeration examples may indicate that it was intended for those who had
some familiarity with the Indo-Arabic numeration system and its use in calculations.
Such readers may have found the Algorismus useful as a quick reference when memory
failed, or as a guide when more complex situations were encountered. The fact that it
avoids any use of fractions, with the small exception of the notation for 12 , may indicate
that it was intended for merchants or those otherwise engaged in commerce of some
sort. Even more, the use of the semis to denote

1
2

would seem to imply that the intended

audience was not familiar with sexagesimal notation for fractional parts, and thus an
audience unacquainted with the traditional methods for describing numbers in sciences
such as astronomy.
This raises many questions not only about the origins of the first translation of the
Algorismus into Old Norse, that is, where and when, and by whom, it was first composed,
but also why. We might speculate that, given the terse nature of the text, the Indian
calculus was already in use in Iceland and Norway, and a need was seen for a reference
to aid in understanding the calculations that were already being performed in everyday
22. “MS. Auct. F. 5. 29.”
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commercial and governmental functions. We saw earlier that the Indian methods of
algorism spread among traders before it was taken up in more scholarly activities, and
the same may be true here. The Algorismus may have been composed to set down
in writing, in the vernacular, the rules for calculations which were to some degree in
use. This might imply a different audience for the Algorismus when compared to the
original Carmen de Alogrismo: Whereas the style of the latter indicates a text designed
for memorization in schools, the former may have, at least in intention, been directed
toward more immediately practical applications.
On the other hand, the final section of the Algorismus takes on an entirely different
character. The discussion here turns from the recipes for performing arithmetical calculations to the Pythagorean theory of numbers and the Platonic story of the creation of
the elements.
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5.1. Squares, cubes, proportions, and the elements
After listing the squares and cubes of the digits from 1 through 9, the final section of the
Algorismus takes what at first seems to be, at least to a modern reader, an unexpected
turn. For now the text moves from the algorithms of the Indian calculus to the construction of the world out of the four elements and mathematical proportion. We read here
that the world has three dimensions, namely, breadth, length, and thickness, and so is
constructed from cubic numbers. To make the world visible, god created fire; to make
it bodily, steadfast and unmoving, he created earth. These two elements are represented
by the first two cubes, 23 = 8 for earth and 33 = 27 for fire. But fire and earth have
three unequal and opposite qualities (that is, earth is 2 × 2 × 2 and fire is 3 × 3 × 3),
and so there must be something to mediate between the two. These may be found by
changing one quality at a time into the other, moving from 2 × 2 × 2 to 2 × 2 × 3 to
2×3×3 to 3×3×3. And so we identify the intermediate elements water and air with the
numbers 12 and 18, respectively. Thus earth shares two qualities with water, air shares
two qualities with water, and fire shares two qualities with air. The resulting sequence, 8,
12, 18, 27, forms a geometric progression, each term being

3
2

times the previous term.

This also means that each of the middle terms is the geometric mean of the terms on
either side. That is,
12 =

√

8 × 18 and 18 =

√
12 × 27.

To see how this passage fits into the Algorismus, we need to look at what is most likely
its ultimate source, the Timaeus of Plato, and how it was subsequently interpreted. But
first it is helpful to see how sequences of proportional numbers were treated in classical
Greek mathematics, most clearly described in the Elements of Euclid.
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5.2. Euclid
The theory of proportions is fundamental to much of classical Greek mathematics. Many
statements which we would today express in formulas were instead expressed in terms
of equality of proportions. Hence, for example, in Proposition 2 of Book XII of the Elements, Euclid describes the relationship between the area of a circle and its diameter with
the statement that the ratio of the areas of two circles is equal to the ratio of the squares
of their diameters.1 The theory of proportions developed by Eudoxus, and expounded
by Euclid, allowed the mathematicians of the time to work with incommensurable quantities2 in a manner which would not be improved upon until the 19th century.
However, the theory of interest here is somewhat simpler. The question concerns the
construction of sequences of integers for which the ratio of two successive numbers is
always the same. For example, the sequence
2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128
is such a sequence, the common ratio between successive terms being 2. To this point,
Proposition 2 of Book VIII of the Elements states that it is possible “[t]o find numbers
in continued proportion, as many as may be prescribed, and the least that are in a given
ratio.”3 In modern terminology, the problem is, for given positive integer n and positive
rational number r, to find a sequence of positive integers m0 , m1 , …, mn such that
mi+1
=r
mi
for i = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1, and such that there is no smaller sequence of this type. Using
modern notation, the construction is straightforward: If we write r = ab , where a and b
are relatively prime positive integers, then the desired sequence is
an , an−1 b, an−2 b2 , . . . , abn−1 , bn .
1. Euclid, The Thirteen Books of Euclid’s Elements, trans. T. L. Heath, vol. 3 (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1908), 371.
2. That is, measurement which are not integer multiples of a common unit of measurement.
3. Euclid, The Thirteen Books of Euclid’s Elements, 346.
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It is clear that the ratio of any two successive terms is ab , and the minimality is a consquence of a and b being relatively prime. Moreover, for such a sequence, mi is the
geometric mean of mi−1 and mi+1 , for i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1. For example, if a = 3, b = 7,
and n = 4, the process creates the sequence
81, 189, 441, 1029, 2401
the common ratio between successive terms being 73 .
As part of Proposition 11 of the same book, in which Euclid shows that the ratio of
the areas of two squares is equal to the ratio of the squares of their sides, he states that
“[b]etween any two square numbers there is one mean proportional number”.4 That is,
for any positive integers a and b, the sequence
a2 , ab, b2 ,

(5.1)

is a geometric progression, with ab being the geometric mean of a2 and b2 . Proposition
12 states the analogous proposition for cubes: “Between any two cube numbers there
are two mean proportional numbers”, and the ratio of the volumes of two cubes is equal
to the ratio of the cubes of their sides.5 That is, for any positive integers a and b, the
sequence
a3 , a2 b, ab2 , b3 ,

(5.2)

is a geometric progression, with a2 b being the geometric mean of a3 and ab2 being the
geometric mean of a2 b and b3 . Note that the terms in (5.1) appear in the binomial
expansion of (a + b)2 , as we saw above in (4.3), and the terms in (5.2) appear in the
expansion of (a + b)3 , as in (4.4).
Moroever, note that for a = 2 and b = 3, the first two prime numbers, Proposition 11
gives us the sequence
4, 6, 12

4. Ibid., 363.
5. Ibid., 364.
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and Proposition 12 gives us
8, 12, 18, 27,
the latter being the geometric progression at the end of the Algorismus. So it is in the
Elements of Euclid that we see the clearest, and most precise, statements concerning
geometric progressions of integers between cubes as they were understood in classical
Greek mathematics, traces of which are then seen in the Algorismus 1600 years later.

5.3. The Timaeus
As noted by T. L. Heath in his translation of the Elements, much of the theory of proportions discussed by Euclid goes back to Eudoxus and to the Pythagoreans before him.6
Plato alludes to these two particular results in Timaeus 31 and 32. In these sections,
Timaeus is describing the creation of the physical world by the demiurge. First, the
creation of a physical, bodily, world necessitates the creation of fire and earth so that it
will be visible and tangible:
Being bodily, that which has come to be must be visible and tangible. Without fire nothing visible can come to be, nothing tangible without solidity,
nothing solid without earth.7
But these elements are utterly unlike one another, and so there must be intermediate elements which bind them together. Timaeus argues that the harmonious way to introduce
intermediate elements is with a geometric progression:
The fairest of all bonds is that which makes itself and the terms it binds together most utterly one, and this is most perfectly effected by a progression.8
And here we face a basic tenet of the Pythagorean view of the world: the world is fundamentally numerical. And as the world has three dimensions, the elements are described
by solid numbers, that is, numbers which have three factors representing length, breadth,
and depth. As we saw in Euclid’s description of geometric progressions of integers, the
6. Euclid, The Thirteen Books of Euclid’s Elements, 112-113.
7. Plato, Plato: Timaeus and Critias, trans. A. E. Taylor (London: Methuen & Co. Ltd., 1929), 28.
8. Ibid.
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procedure for constructing a geometric progression between the cubes of two integers
creates two intermediate terms. Hence Timaeus argues:
Now if the body of the universe could have been a plane without depth, one
middle term would have sufficed to bind together its companions and itself.
But in fact the world was to be a solid, and solids must always be conjoined
not by one middle term, but by two. So God inserted water and air between
fire and earth, and made them all, as far as was possible, proportional to one
another, air being to water as fire to air, and water to earth as air to water.9
The claim of Timaeus that two intermediate numbers are necessary to form a geometric
progression between two solid numbers goes beyond what we saw in Euclid. In fact, it is
not always necessary to have two intermediate numbers in this case. However, the claim
does hold when the solid numbers are cubes of prime numbers, which is arguably the
case Plato had in mind when describing the two original elements, earth and fire.10 To
this point, Nicomachus of Gerasa offered another solution.

5.4. The Neoplatonists
5.4.1. Nicomachus
Nicomachus of Gerasa was a neopythagorean mathematician writing, in Greek, in the
latter part of the first century and early part of the second. In a discussion of proportions
in his Introduction to Arithmetic, Nicomachus addresses Plato’s claims about solid and
plane numbers in the Timaeus:
It would be most seasonable, now that we have reached this point, to mention
a corollary that is of use for a certain Platonic theorem: for plane numbers
are bound together always by a single mean, solids by two, in the form of a
proportion.11
9. Ibid., 29.
10. For more details, see the note in Plato, The Timaeus of Plato, ed. R. D. Archer-Hind (London:
Macmillan / Co., 1888), 98-99.
11. Nicomachus, Introduction to Arithmetic, 272.
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He resolves the question of necessity by restricting his discussion to the squares and
cubes of consecutive numbers:
For with two consecutive squares only one mean is discovered which preserves the geometric proportion, as antecedent to the smaller and consequent of the greater term, and never more than one. … Again, with two
consecutive cubes only two middle terms in proper ratio are found, in accordance with the geometric proportion, never more.12
For squares, he provides the example
4, 6, 9,
which he further explains geometrically:
The reason for this is that the sides of the two squares [namely, 2 and 3],
one belonging peculiarly to each, both together produced this very number
6.13
The reference is to the squares shown in Figure 5.1, with a = 2 and b = 3, which we
will further discuss below. And, for cubes, we have:
In cubes, however, for example 8 and 27, no longer one but two mean terms
are found, 12 and 18, which put themselves and the terms in the same ratio
as that which the differences bear to one another; and the reason of this is
that the two mean terms are the products of the sides commingled, 2 times
2 times 3 and 3 times 3 times 2.14
We will see the geometric form of this progression in Figure 5.2 below.
Although Nicomachus clearly has the Timaeus in mind here, his subject is arithmetic,
not the creation of the world, and so he does not pursue any discussion of the relationship
between the four elements.
12. Nicomachus, Introduction to Arithmetic, 272-273.
13. Ibid., 273.
14. Ibid., 273-274.
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a

a2

a

a

ab

b

b

b2

Figure 5.1.: Geometric progression between squares a2 and b2

5.4.2. Calcidius
Calcidius translated a major portion of the Timaeus into Latin, adding a lengthy commentary. Writing in the 4th century, his translation and commentary would serve as the
primary source of the Timaeus in Western Europe for the next 800 years. Since Western
Europe knew little of Plato’s work beyond the Timaeus, this commentary of Calcidius
had a significant influence on how Plato’s thought was understood and interpreted.15
In his exposition of Timaeus 31 and 32, Calcidius first presents a number of geometric
explanations. One of these we have already seen with Nicomachus: Given two squares,
one with sides of length a and the other with sides of length b, we can construct an
intermediate rectangle with sides of lengths a and b as shown in Figure 5.1. Here Calcidius provides a diagram, based on a diagram Euclid uses in the proof of Proposition
23 in Book VI,16 which is essentially the same as Figure 5.1 except with the vertices
labeled instead of the sides.17 This diagram not only provides a geometric illustration of
the progression
a2 , ab, b2 .
15. Edward Grant, Science and Religion:L 400 B.C. to A.D. 1550 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University
Press, 2006), 93-93.
16. Euclid, The Thirteen Books of Euclid’s Elements, 247.
17. Calcidius, Timaeus: A Calcidio Translatus Commentarioque Instructus, ed. J. H. Waszink (London and
Leiden: Aedibus Instituti Warburgiana et E. J Brill, 1975), 63.
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Figure 5.2.: Geometric progression between cubes a3 and b3

but also shows why, geometrically, there is one mean between the two squares.
Calcidius illustrates the progressesion
a3 , a2 b, ab2 , b3
with the analogous three dimensional diagram18 based on a diagram Euclid uses in the
proof of Proposition 33 in Book XI of the Elements.19 Figure 5.2 is a version of this
diagram, again with the edges labeled rather than the vertices. This time, between the
cube with edges of length a and the cube with edges of length b, we construct two
intermediate rectangular parallelepipeds, the first with two dimensions of length a and
the third of length b, and the second with two dimensions of length b and the third
of length a. The figure illustrates the sense in which we may think of the geometric
progression of numbers corresponding to a continuous progression of three-dimensional
solids.
Additionally, going beyond Nicomachus, Calcidius connects the dimensions of the
parallelepipeds with qualities of the elements. In particular, since fire and earth are supposed to be completely unlike one another, he identifies three opposing qualities in each:
where fire has sharpness (acumen), fineness (subtilitas), and mobility (mobilitas), earth
18. Calcidius, Timaeus: A Calcidio Translatus Commentarioque Instructus, 69.
19. Euclid, The Thirteen Books of Euclid’s Elements, 342.
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has compactness (obtunsitas), corporeality (corpulentia), and immobility (immobilitas).20
Then the first element which is intermediate between fire and earth, namely, air, will
have two qualities of fire and one of earth:
Si enim uicinum igni elementum quod sit et ex quibus conflatum uoluerimus inquirere, sumemus ignis quidem de proximo duas uirtutes, subtilitatem et mobilitatem, unam uero terrae, id est obtunsitatem, et inuenietur
genitura secundi elementi quod est subter ignem, id est aeris; est enim aer
obtunsus subtilis mobilis.21
[For if we wish to inquire into the nature and constitutent parts of the element bordering on fire, we will isolate first two powers of fire, its fineness
and mobility, and one of earth, i.e., its compactness, and the origins of the
element immediately below fire, i.e., air, will be found; for air is compact,
fine, and mobile.22 ]
The second intermediate element, namely, water, will then have two qualities of earth,
as well as two qualities of air and one of fire:
Rursumque si eius elementi quod est uicinum terrae, id est aquae, geniturum
consideremus, sumemus duas quidem terrae uirtutes, id est obtunsitatem et
corupulentiam, unam uero ignis, id est, id est motum, et exorietur aquae
substantia, quae est corpus obtunsum corpulentum mobile.23
[Again, if we reflect on the origins of the element neighboring on earth,
i.e., water, we will isolate two powers of earth, i.e., its compactness and
corporeality, and one of fire, i.e., its movement, and the substance of water
will emerge, that being a body compact, corporeal, and mobile.24 ]
This explains the labels in Figure 5.2 (which are not in the diagram of Calcidius): If
a × a × a represents earth, then a × a × b represents water, a × b × b represents air, and
20. Calcidius, Timaeus: A Calcidio Translatus Commentarioque Instructus, 72; Calcidius, On Plato’s
Timaeus, ed. John Magee (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2016), 150-153.
21. Calcidius, Timaeus: A Calcidio Translatus Commentarioque Instructus, 72.
22. Calcidius, On Plato’s Timaeus, 153.
23. Calcidius, Timaeus: A Calcidio Translatus Commentarioque Instructus, 72.
24. Calcidius, On Plato’s Timaeus, 153.
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b × b × b represents fire. If we let a = 2 and b = 3, which Calcidius does not do, this is
how the Algorismus describes the elements.

5.4.3. Proclus
Proclus, a 5th century neoplatonist philosopher, provides the clearest exposition of these
ideas. In his commentary on the Timaeus, written in Greek, he writes:
Therefore, since fire and earth are similar bodies and similar solids, two
proportional middle terms will fall between them and each of these middles
[will be a solid] having two sides from the extreme term closer to it and
one side from the remaining one. So since fire will have three physical
sides — that is, the three powers: tenuousness, sharpness and easy mobility
— then taking away the middle term, sharpness, and substituting bluntness
will make air. Air has two sides from fire, but a single one from earth.25
Furthermore:
Once again, since earth has three physical sides which are contraries to the
powers of fire — density, bluntness and immobility — then by taking away
immobility and replacing it with ease of mobility, water will be produced.
Since water has density, bluntness and ease of mobility, it has two sides or
powers in common with earth, but takes only one from fire. So surely in this
way these middle terms and the elements will be innately conjoined, communing through two powers, requiring two means for the sake of likeness,
but differing in one. And in this fashion each one will always be conjoined
to a greater degree with the one that is closer to it than it it is with the
one further away from it. And a single cosmos will result through all the
elements and a single harmonic order from the dominance of proportion.26
Proclus described these relationships between the elements as shown in Table 5.1.27
25. Proclus, Commentary on Plato’s Timaeus, ed. Dirk Baltzly, vol. III (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2007), 88.
26. Ibid., 88-89.
27. Ibid., 87.
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Element
Fire
Air
Water
Earth

Quality
tenousness sharpness easy mobility
tenousness bluntness easy mobility
density
bluntness easy mobility
density
bluntness immobility

Table 5.1.: Properties of the elements

Proclus next connects the proportionalities between the elements with the geometric
progression between two cubes:
It is like this too in the case of the middle terms between two cubes like 8
and 27. 12 (which is the middle term that is alongside 8) will have two sides
from 8 but only one from 27, for 12 is 2 × 2 × 3. But it is the other way
around with 18. Since it is 3 × 3 × 2, it has two sides from 27 (the two 3s)
but one side from 8 — that is, the 2. Plato’s beliefs about the physical nature
of the elements of the universe are thus in concord with mathematics.28
Hence Proclus provides a full explanation for the discussion of the elements at the end
of the Algorismus. However, his commentary was unknown in Western Europe between
the time of Boethius and the late 13th century. Although in the 11th century the Greek
monk Michael Psellos refers to the the commentary of Proclus in his writing, in the West
the first translation does not appear until William of Moerbeke translated three extracts
on prayer in the 13th century. A full translation in Latin would not appear until the
Renaissance.29

5.4.4. Boethius
Boethius, writing in the early part of the 6th century, comments on Timaeus 31 and 32
both in his De Institutione Arithmetica and in his De Consolatione Philospohiae. Writing
about the sources of the latter, Pierre Courcelle and others have concluded that Boethius
“read the Timaeus by way of a Greek Neoplatonist and not in Cicero’s or Chalcidius’
28. Ibid., 89.
29. Stephen Gersh, “One thousand years of Proclus: an introduction to his reception,” in Interpreting
Proclus: From Antiquity to the Renaissance, ed. Stephen Gersh (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2014), 26.
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translation, as is proved by the passages where he claims to quote Plato’s text.”30 The
neoplatonist in question was Proclus, although sometimes Boethius may have drawn
upon Ammonius, a student of Proclus.
In his De Institione Arithmetica, Boethius set out to paraphrase, in Latin, the Introduction to Arithmetic of Nicomachus. However, the work is more than a translation. As
Boethius makes clear in the preface, his intention was to enlarge upon the parts of text
which might be obscure, while abbreviating those parts which were overly prolix.31 In
particular, in II, 46, Boethius expands on the question of progressions between plane
and cubic numbers discussed in the Timaeus. His argument is essentially geometric:
Omnes enim planae figurae, quae nulla altitudine crescunt, una tantum medietate geometrica continuantur; alia, quae iungat, non potest inveniri; unde
duo tantum in his intervalla sunt constituta, a primo scilicet ad medium et
a medio ad tertium. Si vero fuerint cybi, duas tantum habebunt medietates,
ubi tertia inveniri non poterit secundum geometricam scilicet proportionem;
unde formae solidae tria intervalla dicuntur habere. Est enim unum intervallum a primo ad secundum et a secundo ad tertium et a tertio ad quartum,
quae est scilicet postrema distantia. Recte igitur et planae figurae duobus
intervallis et solidae tribus contineri dicuntur.32
[All plane figures which do not grow by altitude are extended only by one
kind of geometric medial proportion; no other may be found to keep it
together. So, two relationships are constituted in such an interval, that is
from the first term to the middle, from the middle to the the third term.
Now if they were cubes, they would have two middle numbers where a third
relation would not be found according just to geometric proportion; hence
solid forms are said to have three intervals. There is one interval from the
first to the second, from the second to the third, from the third to the fourth,
which is the most distant. Rightly therefore are plane figures said to be
30. Pierre Courcelle, Late Latin Writers and Their Greek Sources, trans. Harry E. Wedeck (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1969), 302.
31. Boethius, De institutione arithmetica libri duo : De institutione musica libri quinque, 4-5; Boethius,
Boethian Number Theory: A translation of the De Insitutione Arithmetica, 67.
32. Boethius, De institutione arithmetica libri duo : De institutione musica libri quinque, 149-150.
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contained with two intervals and solid to be contained with three.33 ]
As Nicomachus did, Boethius illustrates the two cases with the progressions
4, 6, 9
for squares and
8, 12, 18, 27
for cubes. Moreover, as with Nicomachus, he restricts himself to the question of arithmetic and does not discuss a connection to the creation of the elements.
Boethius does address the creation of the elements in Chapter IX of Book III of the
De Consolatione Philospohiae. This engigmatic poem describes god’s creation of the elements, beginning in line 10 with “[t]u numeris elementa liga”.34 This has been translated
as “[y]ou bind its elements with law”,35 but that seems to miss the mathematical intent
of the verse. As the next lines describe god bringing together the extreme elements of
earth and fire with intermediate ones, “[y]ou bind its elements in numbers” might more
clearly reflect the neoplatonic background of connecting the elements through geometric progression. However, he does not describe the progression of the elements using
the qualities we saw above, but rather through the contraries dry/wet and cold/hot. That
is, earth is dry and cold, water is cold and wet, air is wet and hot, and fire is hot and
dry. This is the same analysis given by Macrobius in Book 1, Chapter 6.23-28, of his
Commentary on the Dream of Scipio, written around the beginning of the 5th century.36
Proclus rejects this description of the progression of the elements, arguing, for example, that it makes earth and fire more alike than either earth and air or water and fire.
Moreover, he argues, proximate elements disagree to the same extent that they agree.37
Hence, in his book on arithmetic, Boethius explains the geometric progression of integers between squares and cubes, as indicated by Plato in the Timaeus, but does not
33. Boethius, Boethian Number Theory: A translation of the De Insitutione Arithmetica, 173.
34. Boethius, “The Consolation of Philosophy,” in Boethius: Tractates, De Consolatione Philosophiae,
trans. S. J. Tester (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1978), 272.
35. Ibid., 273.
36. Macrobius, Commentary on the Dream of Scipio, trans. William Harris Stahl (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1990), 104-105, 4.
37. Proclus, Commentary on Plato’s Timaeus, 84-85.
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connect them to proportionalities between the elements, while in the De Consolatione
Philospohiae he alludes to the numerical nature of these proportionalities without explicitly describing the particular number progression. Moreover, his mention of the
contraries dry/wet and cold/hot does not lead directly to the geometric progression of
integers between cubes. Thus the story as described by Proclus is to some extent confused in these works of Boethius, yet the central ideas are there.

5.5. The School of Chartres
Although there may be questions as to the nature and prominence of the cathedral school
of Chartres in the 12th century, it is clear that Bernard of Chartres was teaching there in
the first quarter of that century, and that William of Conches was among his disciples.38
Moroever, both wrote glosses on the Timaeus, working from very similar, but not identical, copies of the translation and commmentary of Calcidius.39 Most probably, William
knew Bernard’s commentary, and used it in composing his own.40 In addition, William
composed a gloss on the De Consolatione Philospohiae as well.
The Glosae Super Platonem of Bernard is thought to date from 1100 to 1115.41 In
commenenting on Timaeus 31 and 32, we once again see the example of the two cubes,
8 and 27, the geometric progression between them, and the analogy with progression
through three qualities of the elements:
Verbi gratia. Sint duo cubi, VIII et XXVII, differentes per omne latus. Hos
iungunt XII (qui sumit bis bini, id est longum et latum ab VIII et ter, id est
altum, a XXVII) et XVIII (qui sumit ter terni a proximo, bis a remoto), et
iunguntur omnes in sesquialtera habitudine. Sicut ergo inuenitur in cubicis
numeris, ita deus, communicando qualitates terrae et ignis aeri et aquae
mediis, fecit solidam conexionem. Aqua enim a terra, cui proxima est, duas
recipit, scilicet quod corpulenta, quod obtusa; ab igne, quod mobilis. Aer
38. Paul Edward Dutton, “The Uncovering of the Glosae Svper Platonem of Bernard of Chartres,”
Mediaeval Studies, no. 46 (1984): 192-193.
39. Bernard of Chartes, The Glosae Super Platonem of Bernard of Chartres., ed. Paul Edward Dutton
(Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, 1991), 132-133.
40. Dutton, “The Uncovering of the Glosae Svper Platonem of Bernard of Chartres,” 202-206.
41. Bernard of Chartes, The Glosae Super Platonem of Bernard of Chartres., 15.
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vero ab igne duas recipit, scilicet mobile et subtile; terciam a terra, quod
obtusus, unde aues pendent in aere.42
[For example. Let two cubes, 8 and 27, be different on each side. They join
these, 12 (which takes twice two, that is, length and width from 8 and a third,
that is height, from 27) and 18 (which takes thrice three from the nearest
[that is, 27], and two from the furthest [that is, 8]), and they are all joined
in a sesquialtera relationship. Therefore, as is found in cubic numbers, so
god, communicating the qualities of earth and fire with intermediates air
and water, made an unbroken connection. For water receives from earth,
which is nearest, receives two, namely, corporeality and compactness; from
fire, mobility. Air properly recieves from fire two, namely, mobility and
fineness; a third from earth, which is compactness, whence the birds hang
in the air.]
Bernard adds a comment that Macrobius describes another way to connect the elements
using only two qualities, but does not go into any details, concluding that the description
already given is sufficient.43
The Glosae Super Boetium of William of Conches is one of his early works, dating
from perhaps 1120.44 In commenting on “[t]u numeris elementa ligas” he discusses the
dry/wet and and cold/hot contraries before addressing the issue of the geometric progression between two cubes. Here he writes:
Nunc de cubica dicamus, id est de illa quae duobus fit mediis. Cubicus
igitur est numerus quislibet habens in sui multiplicatione tres uoces ab eodem denominatas ut sunt hii: bis, bini, bis, id est octo, ter terni ter, id est
xxvii. Et dicuntur cubici numeri, quia in sui multiplicatione tres aequales
uoces possident, id est ab eodem denominata. Inter cubicos hos numeros,
scilicet octo et xxvii, duo medii inueniuntur, duodecim et xviii, quia quemadmodum duodenarius est sesquialter ad octonarium, ita xviii ad xii, et
xxvii ad xviii. Accipit enim duidenarius a proximo, id est octonario, duas
42. Ibid., 168.
43. Ibid.
44. Guillelmi de Conches, Glosae Super Boetium, ed. Lodi Nauta (Turnhout: Brepols, 1999), xxv.
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uoces, id est bis bini, a remoto unam, id est ter; ter enim bis bini duodecim
faciunt. xviii uero similiter a proximo xxvii duas accipit, id est ter terni, a
remoto unam, id est bis; ter terni bis enim sunt xviii.45
[Now we speak about cubes, that is, about those for which there are two
means. In this case, a cubic number is whatever has in its mutiplication
three terms from the same denomination, such as these: twice, two, twice,
that is, eight; thrice, three, thrice, that is, 27. And these are called cubical
numbers, because they possess three equal terms, that is, from the same denomination, in their multiplication. Between these cubic numbers, namely,
eight and 27, two means are found, twelve and 18, because in that way twelve
is sesquialtera to eight, and so is 18 to 12, and 27 to 18. For twelve receives
from the nearest, that is, eight, two terms, that is, twice two, from the furthest one, that is, three; for three twice two makes twelve. And in the same
way, 18 receives from the nearest 27 two [terms], that is, thrice three, from
the furthest one, that is, two; for three thrice two is 18.]
William wrote a gloss on the Timaeus sometime in the middle part of his career,
perhaps around 1140.46 In his commentary on Timaeus 31 and 32, after noting that
between plane numbers there is a single geometric mean, he describes the two means
between solid numbers:
Solidus uero est numeros habens tres aequales uoces in sui multplicatione
ut bis bini bis qui sunt octo, et ter terni ter id est uiginti septem, dictus
solidus propter similitudinem quam habet cum solidis. Habet enim tres
aequales uoces ut solida tres aequales dimensiones. Tribus etenim modis
numeri referuntur ad res: quantitate, similitudine, dispositione. Inter hos
numeros nullus potest inueniri qui aequaliter ad duo extrema se habeat.
Sunt igitur duo in medio, id est duodecim et duodeuiginti, qui omnes sunt
in sesquialtera proportione.47
45. Guillelmi de Conches, Glosae Super Boetium, 168-169.
46. Guillelmi de Conches, Guillelmi de Conchis: Glosae Super Platonem, ed. Édouard A. Jeaneau (Turnhout: Brepols, 2006), XXXVII-XXL.
47. Ibid., 110-111.
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[But a solid is a number having three equal terms in its multiplication, such as
twice two twice, which is eight, and thrice three thrice, that is, twenty-seven,
it is called solid because of the similarity which it has with solid objects.
For it has three equal terms as a solid object has three equal dimensions.
Indeed, numbers are referred to things in three ways: magnitude, similarity,
arrangement. Between these numbers, none can be found which have equal
measure to the two extremes themselves. Hence there are two intermediates,
that is, twelve and eighteen, which are all in sesquialtera proportion.]

Moreover, he explains that if contraries differ in two qualities, then one mean between
them is sufficient, as water is between earth and air. This most likely refers to earth being
dry and cold and air being wet and hot, requiring the cold and wet water to mediate them.
However, if contraries differ in three qualities, then two intermediates are required. And
such is the case with earth and fire:

Ergo inter terram et ignem duo media fuerunt necessaria: eorum enim contrarietas in tribus est qualitatibus. Est enim terra obtusa, corpulenta, immobilis; ignis acutus, subtilis, mobilis.48

[Therefore between earth and fire two means were necessary: for they have
contraries in three qualities. For earth is compact, corporeal, immobile; fire
is sharp, fine, and mobile.]

So god inserted water and air between earth and fire to mediate between the extremes:
“Creator INSERVIT AQUAM ET AERA INTER IGNEM ET TERRRAM.”49 [The creator
inserted water and air between fire and earth.]
Hence we see once again, in the commentaries of both Bernard and William, the full
development of the story of the proporionality of the elements and the connection with
geometric progressions between cubes.
48. Ibid., 111.
49. Ibid., 112.
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5.6. The Algorismus Vulgaris
In his preamble to his presentation for extracting square and cube roots, John of Sacrobosco describes three types of numbers: linear (linearis), planar (superficialis), and
solid (solidus).50 The first has only length (longitudo), the second length and breadth
(latitudo), and the last has length, breadth, and thickness (spissitudo). He seeks to distinguish among the planar integers those which are squares and among the solid numbers
those which are cubes. And here he brings up the arithmetic of Boethius, and the means
found between successive squares and cubes:
Notandum autem quod inter quoslibet quadratos proximos continget reperire
unicum medium proportionale, quod pervenit ex ductu radicis numeri quadrati
in radicem alterius. Item inter quoslibet duos cubicos proximos est reperire
dicitur medium proportionale, scilicet, minus medium et majus. Minus
medium pervenit ex ductu radicis majoris cubici in quadratum minoris. Majus medium est, si ducatur radix minoris cubici in quadratum majoris.51
[However, it is to be observed that beween any nearest squares there will
be found one proporational mean, which comes from multiplying the root
of one square number with root of the other. Similarly, it is said between
any two nearest cubes there will be found a proportional mean, namely, a
smaller mean and a larger mean. The smaller mean comes from multiplying
the root of the larger cube with the square of the smaller. The larger mean
is, if the root of the smaller cube is mulitplied with the square of the larger.]
John does not provide a particular example. However, in his commentary on the
Algorismus Vulgaris, Peter of Dacia supplies the standard example:
Verbi gratia: primus cubicus est 8, secundus proximus est 27; radix primi est
2, radix secundi 3, et ideo sunt proximi numeri, quia inter eorum radices non
est medium. Inter istos cubicos est duplex medium proportionale, scilicit 18
et 12. Sicut enim 27 semel continet 18 et medietatem eorum, sic 18 continet
50. Halliwell, Rara Mathematica, 19-22.
51. Ibid., 21.
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Figure 5.3.: Geometric sequences between squares and cubes

12 et medietatem eorum, et consimiliter 12 continet 8 et medietatem eorum,
ita quod omniquaque est proportio sexquialtera; et proveniunt haec sic, sicut
dicit auctor, quod ducendo radicem maioris cubici in quadratum minoris
cubici provenit minus medium (sic scilicet, quia radix maioris cubici erat 3,
et quadtratum minoris cubici erat 4, ducendo 3 in 4 erunt 12, quod est minus
medium proportionale), ducendo iterum radicem minoris cubici, scilicit 2,
in quadratum maioris cubici, scilicet in 9, exibit maius medium, scilicet 18.52
[For example: the first cube is 8, the next nearest is 27; the root of the first
is 2, the root of the second is 3, and so are nearest numbers, because there is
no inermediate between their roots. Between those two cubes there are two
proportional means, namely, 18 and 12. For just as 27 contains one 18 and
half of it, so 18 contains 12 and half of it. and similarly 12 contains 8 and
half of it, thus what is in every way a sesquialtera proportion; and these arise
so, as the author says, because mulitplying the root of the larger cube with
the square of the root of the smaller cube creates the mean (namely, because
the root of the larger cube was 3, and the square of the root of the smaller
cube was 4, multiplying 3 with 4 will be 12, which is the smaller proportional
mean), again, mulitplying the root of the smalller cube, namely, 2, with the
square of the root of the larger cube, namely, with 9, will put forth 18.]
He illustrates these relationships with a figure, reproduced here in Figure 5.3.
Neither John nor Peter mention the relationship connecting the geometric progression
between cubes and the elements, yet John’s reference to Boethius shows that he is aware
52. Petri Philomeni de Dacia, In Algorismum Vulgarem Johannis de Sacrobosco Commentarius, 74-75.
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of the context in which this question arises. Moreover, it is of note that the discussion
arises at all. For texts on arithmetic in the Middle Ages were of two types: those that
considered properties of numbers as numbers, that is, regardless of their method of representation, such as the De Institutione Arithmetica of Boethius, and those that expounded
on techniques of calculation based on a particular system for representing numbers, such
as the versions of the Indian calculus. Here, however, we see John and Peter digressing
from the compuatational algorithms of arithmetic to comment on properties of squares
and cubes, in particular those relating to a certain progression used by Plato to explicate
the creation of the world with four elements.

5.7. The thread
We can make a number of inferences from the preceding discussion. It seems clear
that the ultimate source of the final section of the Algorismus is the Timaeus of Plato.
Although the full exposition reflected there is not explicit in the Timaeus, later commentaries filled in the details connecting the four elements and the progression of numbers
between the cubes of two and three. The arithmetical properties of the sequence itself
were treated in the arithmetics of Nicomachus and Boethius, and were later echoed in
the algorisms of John of Sacrobosco and Peter of Dacia. The connection to the Timaeus
was clear with both Nicomachus and Boethius, although neither provided details on
the relationship with the progression through the elements. Calcidius explained that
progression, but without directly linking it to the particular sequence 8, 12, 18, 27.
Proclus provides the whole story, yet, although his commentary on the Timaeus influenced Boethius, his work would not be known directly in Western Europe for many centuries. However, the full exposition is clearly seen in the the commentaries of Bernard
of Chartres and William of Conches.
There would appear to be a continuous thread running from at least late antiquity
though the High Middle Ages connecting number progressions between cubes and the
relationships among the four elements. The ubiquitousness of this connection might be
witnessed by the diversity of texts in which it appears. We have seen it in algorisms,
arithmetics, and commentaries on the Timaeus and the De Consolatione Philospohiae. In
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Appendix B, we will look at several illustrations of these relationships, one from a gloss
on the De Natura Rerum of the Venerable Bede53 dating from the 9th or 10th century
and another from the epilogue to the Enchiridion of the English monk Byrhtferth in
the early 11th century.54 Perhaps more surprisingly, this connection appears as well in a
commentary on the Metamorphoses of Ovid, written around the year 1100.55 Here the
anonymous commentator connects Ovid’s “CONCORDI PACE LIGAVIT”56 [“he binds with
concordant peace”57 ] with Boethius’ “[t]u numeris elementas ligas”, and from there to three

contrary qualities of earth and fire, and the progession 8, 12, 18, 27 which binds them.

53. Jacques-Paul Migne, ed., Venerabilis Bedæ, Anglo-Saxonis Presbyteri, Opera Omnia, vol. 1 of Patrologia
Latina (Paris, 1862).
54. “St John’s College MS 17, 12va–13ra,” in Medieval Manuscripts in Oxford Libraries (Bodleian Library,
University of Oxford), https://digital.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/objects/66a78997-ab65-4059a9d3-d08a0bba067c/.
55. Robin Wahlsten Böckerman, ed. and trans., The Bavarian Commentary and Ovid (OpenBook Publishers, 2020).
56. Ibid., 340.
57. Ibid., 341.
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From at least the time of Pythagoras, the study of numbers, or, more specifically, positive
integers, has had two aspects: the study of numbers in and of themselves and the study
of how to calculate with numbers in some representational system. For example, the
property of being a prime number, that is, a number with no other factors than itself and
one, is instrinsic to the number, with no dependence on how it is represented. On the
other hand, the property of being the sum of the cubes of its digits, as
153 = 13 + 53 + 33 ,
is not intrinsic to the number, but is only true in a particlar numeration system. In
modern mathematics, this split is seen, at least in English, in the use of the term “number
theory” for the former and “arithmetic” for the latter.1

6.1. Even and odd numbers
The difference in the two approaches is seen in something as simple as the definitions
of even and odd numbers. In Book VII of the Elements of Euclid, we read that “[a]n
even number is that which is divisible into two equal parts” and that “[a]n odd number
is the which is not divisble into two equal parts, or that which differs by an unit from
an even number.”2 Nicomachus and Boethius provide this definition, along with several
others credited to Pythagoras and other ancients.3 We read this again in the 14th century
1. In French, for example, “arithmetic” may still refer to the higher level of study. See, for example,
Jean-Peirre Serre, Cours d’arithmétique (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1994).
2. Euclid, The Thirteen Books of Euclid’s Elements, 277.
3. Nicomachus, Introduction to Arithmetic, 190-191; Boethius, De institutione arithmetica libri duo : De
institutione musica libri quinque, 76-78.
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Arithmetica Speculativa of Thomas Bradwardine:
Par numerus est qui in duo equalia nullo medio intercidente diuiditur. Impar
qui sine intercidente vnitate in duo equalia nusquam dvidi potest et hec est
diffinitio vulgaris.4
[An even number is what is divisible into two equals with nothing intermediate interceding. An odd number is what is never able to be divided into
two equals without an interceding unity.]
As discussed earlier, we read something very different in the Algorismus in GKS 1812:
Hueria tolu er þu ritar þa er hon íofnn ef tígum gengnir. edir jafnn fíngir
er umfram En oll tala er oiofnn. ef oiafnn fingir er umfram Iafnnir fingir
eru fiorír. 2.4.6.8. En oiafnnir. aðrir fiorir .3.5.7.9. En ein er huarki þuí at
hann er eigi tala heldir uphaf allrar tolu.5
[A number is even if is made from groups of ten or if an even digit is in
the front. A number is odd if the digit in front is odd. There are four even
digits: 2, 4, 6, and 8. And the other four are odd digits: 3, 5, 7, and 9. But
one is neither [even nor odd] because it is thought to be the origin of all
number.]
This definition is of an entirely different type than that of Euclid, Nicomachus, Boethius,
and Bradwardine: The definition hinges entirely on the recognition of the symbols used
to denote a number, with no reference to what this says about any intrinsic properties of
the number itself. In doing so, it errs slightly, for it does not identify numbers such as
11 and 21 as odd. For the methods in the text, this does not matter. The only place in
the the Algrismus where the definition is actually used is in the operation of mediation,
and there it is only the first digit which matters. Because 1 has been omitted from the
list of odd digits, a special case is required for halving a number with 1 in the first place.
However, a special case would be required regardless, as the 1 must be replaced by a
4. Thomas Bradwardine, Arithmetica Speculativa (Paris: Guy Marchand, 1496), 1.
5. Differs only in orthography from the statement in Hauksbók: “GKS 1812 4to, 13v-16v,” 13v.
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cipher, a case which always requires a special note since it does not represent a number
at all.
Operationally, it would be simpler for the Algorismus to recognize 1 as an odd digit
and

as an even digit. This would simplify the statements of the algorithms in numerous

places. But here the two different levels for studying numbers collide: For a computational treatise, treating zero as an even number and one as an odd number has many
advantages, but the philosophical background does not allow this. Euclid, and others,
have stated that “[a] number is a multitude composed of units”,6 and so the cipher and
one, not being multitudes, cannot be numbers. The algorisms of the Middle Ages are,
for the most part, treatises on computational algorithms, yet they cannot operate outside
of the philosophical milieu of the age.

6.2. Proportions
The clash between the two sides of the study of numbers is most apparent in the final
section of the Alogrismus. As we saw above, the discussion is itself somewhat routine
in medieval texts. On the one hand, there are the books on arithmetic, such as those
of Nicomachus and Boethius, which consider the geometric progression between cubes
in the manner of Euclid and Pythagoras before them. This treatment finds its way into
some texts on the Indian calculus, in particular the Algorismus Vulgaris and the commentary on it by Peter of Dacia. These discussions are purely on the level of numbers
as numbers, regadless of how they are representated or what they might represent. On
the other hand, there is the neoplatonic tradition, based on the Timaeus and the commentaries of Calcidius, Bernard of Chartres, William of Conches, and others. Here the
interest is not in how to represent numbers, but in what the numbers themselves represent. The geometric progression between cubes is not just an interesting fact about
numbers, a fact intrinsic to the nature of numbers themselves, but an explanation for the
creation of the four elements, a reflection of the Pythagorean view of creation founded
on numbers. Although this notion, that the world is created according to the properties
of numbers, that there is a connection between the progression of integers between 8
6. Euclid, The Thirteen Books of Euclid’s Elements, 277.
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and 27 and the elements of creation, may seem strange, or even mystical, to us today,
we should remember that, in many ways, the Pythagorean view differs only in kind, not
in substance, from much of modern physical theory. As but one example, in a speech
in 1939, Paul Dirac, one of the founders of the modern theory of quantum mechanics,
said:
There is thus a possibility that the ancient dream of philosophers to connect
all Nature with the properties of whole numbers will some day be realized.
To do so physics will have to develop a long way to establish the details of
how the correspondence is to be made. One hint for this development seems
pretty obvious, namely, the study of whole numbers in modern mathematics
is inextricably bound up with the theory of functions of a complex variable,
which theory we have already seen has a good chance of forming the basis
of the physics of the future. The working out of this idea would lead to a
connection between atomic theory and cosmology.7
Note that Dirac is saying more than just that mathematics underlies our understanding
of nature; he is claiming that, in fact, properties of integers alone may suffice to expain
it.
There is a clear path from the algorithms of arithmetic to the properties of cubes to
the Platonic creation story, but we do not know who first made these connections, or
why he extended the text to include them. Whatever the motivation, the Algorismus
does serve as a reminder that numbers have dual roles: They both enable the everyday
calculations of exchange and commerce, while at the same time, perhaps, holding some
secrets to the composition of the universe.

6.3. India to Iceland
During the Middle Ages, the Indo-Arabic numeration system spread from India, to
Baghdad, to Spain, to France, and as far as Iceland, for a very good reason. The simplicity
of the system allowed for computations with numbers with relative ease compared with
7. Paul Adrien Maurice Dirac, “The Relation between Mathematics and Physics,” Proceedings of the
Royal Society (Edinburgh) 59 (1938-39): 129.
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either the complexity of other numeration systems or with the constraints of an abacus.
For those who dealt with such calculations on a regular basis, there were many advantages
of the new system. But it also heralded a new approach to numbers, one based not on
intrinsic properties of multitudes, the modern day number theory, but rather on recipes
for the manipulation of the characters in a representational system for numbers. The
study of these recipes, the algorithms of arithmetic, would eventually become a science
itself, and the short book of Muḥammed ibn Mūsā al-Khwārizmī lives on in it. Indeed,
he has found the sort of immortality described for mathematicians in G. H. Hardy’s A
Mathematician’s Apology:
Archimedes will be remembered when Aeschylus is forgotten, because languages die and mathematical ideas do not. ‘Immortality’ may be a silly word,
but probably a mathematician has the best chance of whatever it may mean.8

8. G. H. Hardy, A Mathematician’s Apology (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1940), 12; In
Icelandic: G. H. Hardy, Málsvöm stærðfræðings, trans. Reynir Axelsson (Reykjavik: Hið íslenska bókmenntafélag, 1972), 74.
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A. Text, notes, translation
A.1. Text
A.1.1. Introduction
The following transcript of the Algorismus is based on the black-and-white images of
manuscript GKS 1812 4to, folios 13v through 16v, at the Institut for Nordiske Studier
og Sprogvidenskab in Copenhagen.1 Color images are available at Landsbókasafn Íslands
- Háskólabókasafn in Reykjavik; however, all but the last two of these images are very
dark and, hence, very difficult to read.2 These pages have 32 to 35 lines per page, with
the leaves measuring 210 mm by 140 mm.3
Previous transcripts of the Algorismus of which we are aware, such as those by P. A.
Munch4 and Finnur Jónsson,5 were based on the copy found in Hauksbók.
In transcribing a manuscript such as GKS 1812, there are always ambiguities to resolve.
One of particular note for this manuscript is the distinction between “d” and “ð”; in
many instances, an argument can be made for either. In fact, as Haraldur Bernharðsson
explains, the scribe
uses three main varieties of the letter “d”: a “d” with a slanted ascender, “d”
with a slanted ascender and a clockwise loop, often with a hairline running
along the ascender, and “d” with a slanted ascender and a perpendicular
stroke at or towards the top of the ascender. These are used more or less
1. “GKS 1812 4to, 13v-16v.”
2. “GKS 1812 4to, 13v-16v,” in Handrit.is (National / University Library of Iceland), https : / /
handrit.is/en/manuscript/view/is/GKS04-1812.
3. Ibid.
4. Munch, “Algorismus, eller Anviisning til at kjende og anvende de saakaldte arabiske Tal, efter Hr.
Hauk Erlendssons Codex.”
5. Hauksbók.
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interchangeably, it seems, and there is not a systematic orthographic distinction made between the dental fricative and the stop.6
The copy of the Algorismus in Hauksbók is attributed to an Iclandic scribe working
for Haukr Erlendsson, often referred to as “the first Icelandic secretary”.7 In contrast,
the copy in GKS 1812 is attributed to a scribe who was most likely Norwegian, the
orthographic evidence pointing to one trained in the first half of the 14th century at
Saint Mary’s Church in Oslo.8 One indication of this connection is the use of the “ꝏ”
ligature, which we have kept in the transcription, for the long vowel “ǽ”.9
The transcript follows the guidelines of Menota at the diplomatic level.10 This is distinguished from, on one hand, a facsimile edition, which would attempt to reproduce the
forms of the letters, abbreviations, and punctuation used in the text as closely as possible,
and, on the other, from a normalized edition which would attempt to transform the text
into a form with standardized spellings and punctuation. A diplomatic edition fits somewhere in the middle, keeping the original punctuation, expanding abbreviations (while
indicating where abbreviations have been expanded), indicating certain types of errors,
and keeping distinct forms of some letters only when they might have a phonological
difference. In particular:
• text which the scribe added above the line is denoted ⸌text⸍,
• text which the scribe added in the margin is denoted ⸝text⸜,
• text which the scribe has corrected is denoted ⸠ text ⸡,
• text which is a dittography is denoted ⸡ text ⸠,
• text added by the editor is denoted <text>,
• the letters “ſ” and “s” are distinguished,
• the letters “u” and “v” are distinguished,
6. Haraldur Bernharðsson, “GKS 1812 4to: Scribes and Scribal Practice,” 48.
7. “AM 544 4to, 90r-93r.”
8. Haraldur Bernharðsson, “GKS 1812 4to: Scribes and Scribal Practice,” 50.
9. Ibid., 48.
10. “Menota Handbook 3.0,” in Menota Nordic Text Archive (Menota, 2019), https://www.menota.
org/HB3_ch4.xml.
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A.1. Text
• the letters “d” and “ꝺ” are not distingished, but are distinguished from “ð”,
• abbreviation symbols are expanded with italics,
• small capitals are not expanded,
• and all accents and punctuation are shown.
For this transcription, we have expanded the “er/ir” abbreviation with “ir”. So, for examples, “fior �” is expanded as “fiorir” and “fingr�” is expanded as “fingir”.
In addition, we have transcribed the ghubār numerals, that is,
,
in the modern form
0 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1.
This transcription is consistent with the diplomatic transcript principle of ignoring orthographic differences that have no consequences in interpreting the text. Yet it has the
disadvantage of making the text look more familiar to us than it really is.

A.1.2. The Algorismus in GKS 1812 4to
13v
1

Liſt þeſſi heitir algoriſmus. hana funðo fyſt índuerſkir menn með11 tíu ſtofum

2

er ſua eru ritadir ·0 ·9 ·8 ·7 ·6 ·5 ·4 ·3 ·2 ·1· hín fyſtí ſtafuir merkir

3

eínn j fyſta ſtað. En annar tua. En þriði. þría. Ok huer eftir þui ſem

4

ſkipadir er alt til hins ſidariſta er cifra heitir. ok ſkaltu þeſſa ſtafui fra

5

ho᷎gre hende upp hefuia ok rita till vínſtri hanðar ſem ebreiſku.

6

⸝h.⸜ Hver þeſſi ſtafuir merkir ſik einfalligha í fyrſta ſtað En ef han er j

7

aðrum ſtad þa merkir han .x. ſinnum ſialfuan ſik. Ok j huern ſtað er þu

8

ſetir nokkora þeſſa figuru. þa merkir hon avalt tiu hlutum meira j þeim

9

ſtað er till uinſtri hanðar veít. helðir en í nꝏſta ſtad adr. Cifra merkir

10

ekki fir ſik en hon gerír ſtað. ok gefuir adrum figurum merkingh
11. Hauksbók has “menn ok skipvdv med” here.
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A. Text, notes, translation
11

⸝.þ.⸜ [Þ]ar nꝏſt ho᷎yrir þat till at vita þrenna grein ſtafuanna ok allrar to

12

lu. þui at aul tala minne en tíu. heitir fingir. En ſu tala oll er tegum

13

gengnir. heitir liðir. huart ſem hon er meiri eðir mínni. En ſu tala er alt

14

er ſaman liðir ok fingir. heitir ſamſett tala.

15

⸝E.⸜f þu vilt rita nokkora tolu. þa hyg. þu at. ef þat er fíngir. ok ríta

16

j fyſta ſtad eina hueria figuru. ſlika ſem þarf a þeſſ leíð .8. En ef þu uilt

17

lid. rita. þa ſettu cifru firi figuru. a þeſſa lund .70. Vilt þu ſamſetta

18

tolu rita. þa ſettu figuru12 firi lid. ſem her .65.

19

⸝h.⸜ueria tolu er þu ritar þa er hon íofnn ef tígum gengnir. edir jafnn fíngir er umfram

20

En oll tala er oiofnn. ef oiafnn fingir er umfram Iafnnir13 fingir eru fiorír.

21

2.4.6.8. En oiafnnir. aðrir fiorir .3.5.7.9. En ein14 er huarki þuí at

22

hann er eigi tala heldir uphaf15 allrar tolu.16

23

greínum þeſſar liſtar. Heitir hin fyſta uidir laghningh. Annur af drattir

24

Þriðia tuefaldan Fiorda helmínga ſkiptí. Fimta margfaldan Setta

25

ſkíptíngh. Seaunda at taka rot vndan. oc er ſu með tueimir greínum

26

Annur er at taka rot vndan firi ſko᷎yttri tolu. En onnur greín er

27

þat at ðragha rot undan atthyrndrí tolu þeirrí er uerpilſ uoxt hefuir

28

⸝F⸜ra enní ho᷎gre hendi ſkalt þu af taka ok vidlegia ok ſkipta j helmin

29

ga. En fra uínſtri henði ſkal þu tuefalda ok ſkipta ok margfalda

30

Oc ſva dragha vndan rot huaratueggio.

31

uid adra leggía. þa rita ifuir uppí ena meiri toluna. oc ſet ena

32

mínne tolu iamfram till ennar ho᷎gre handar. Ok leg þa Fíguru

J. ſeau ſtaðí er ſkípt

A Ef þu uilt adra tolu

14r
1

fyrſt up uid toluna er utarſt er til ho᷎gre handar oc ef ſu tala oll ſaman

2

er fingir. þa rita han j ſama ſtað. En ef talan uerdir ſamſett þa rita

3

j fyrſta ſtad fingir. En legh uidir lidin þa toluna ſem j nꝏſta ſtad er adir

4

En ef lidir uerdir af uidlagining. j fyrſta ſtad þa rita þar cifru: En legh

5

lidin uid þa tolu er nꝏſt ſtendir ef þar er nokkur tala ella ríta hann þar
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
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Hauksbók has “fingr” here.
This might be “Iafnuir”; Hauksbók has “Iafnir”.
This might be “eiɴ”; Hauksbók has “einn”.
The “h” appears to have an abbreviation symbol.
White space may have been left for the insertion of a hand to indicate a new section.

A.1. Text
6

ein ſaman. En ef þar er cifra þa tak hana brot. En ſet lidin þar niðir

7

Legh ſidan aðrar figurur uid at ſlikum hꝏtte.

8

af annarre taka. þa rita tuennar tolur. ſem i uidirlagningh. ok ſet íam

9

nan ena minne tolu undir. ellighar iamfna. þa tak þu af enne fyrſtu

A Ef þu uilt adra tolu

10

figuru þa tolu ſem vndir ſtendir ef þat ma. oc rita ef nokkot er efttir j ſama

11

ſtad. ella ſet þar cifru. En ef þu mat eighi ena fyrſtu figuru af taka

12

oc er ſu tala meiri er undir ſtendir. þa tak þu ein af nꝏstu figuru. oc gae

13

þerſſ. at hon geri tio j fyſta ſtadenum. Tak þa af þeim alla tolu þa ſem

14

undir er. ok i ſama ſtad þat ſem af lo᷎ypir. En ef cifrur ſtanda uppi ifuir

15

þa tak ein af þeiri figuru er nꝏſt ſtendir cifrum ok rita nio. Þar ſem cifrum17 .

16

⸠ ſtoðo ⸡ ⸌voru⸍. alt þar till er þu kemir j þan ſtad er þu uilt af taka. Ok tak þu

17

af þeim tiu ſem þarf. ok rita j ſama ſtad þat er lifnar. Ef þu vilt

18

tuefalða nokkora tolu. þa rita fyrſt ſlika tolu ſem þeer likar. Þar nꝏſt

19

tuefalda þu. þa figuru er meſt ueit till uinſtri handar ok rita j nꝏſta ſtad

20

þat er af lo᷎ypir ſua ſem j uidirlagníngh en ef ſemis ſtendir ifuir uppi

21

j yðſta ſtad þa legh uid ein. Þui at þar uar adir iomfn18 tala er j helminga uar ſkift19

22

En ef þu uilt helmíngh af taka rita ſlika tolu ſem þu uilt

23

ok tak af helmmingh enní fyſtu figuru ef hon er iofn. En ef hon uar oiofn þa

24

ſkípt j helmínga þui er af einum lo᷎ypir ok tak vp ein en rita ifuir uppi þan

25

ſtaf er helm<i>ngh huerslutar merkir ok uer kollum ſemís ok ſua er gior . . en ſet

26

cifru j ſtadin.20 þar nꝏſt tak af annarre figuru helmíng at ſama hꝏtte ef

27

hon er iofn. En ef hon er uiofn. þa tak af helmingh af þuí er iamt er. oc

28

af up þan ok ger af honum fim j nꝏſta ſtad þui at þat er helmingir af

29

tío En ef j adrum ſtad ſtendir ein þa tak han up ok rita fim j nꝏſta

30

ſtad. en ſet þar cifru . ſem hann ſtod. Ekki gerir cifra nema nokkur

31

figura ſtande till uinſtri handar henne. Far ſidan fram at ſlikum hꝏtte

32

huerſſu margar ſem Figurur ero.

Ef þer likar at margfalda

17. The context indicates this should be “cifrur”.
18. This is clearly an error, which appears as well in Hauksbók (but not in AM 685 d 4to). The text is
referring to the case in which the given number was the result of halving a previous number, resulting in
a remainder of one-half. Hence the original number must have been odd (“óiofn”), not even (“iofn”).
19. Added below the line.
20. Here, and in Hauksbók, some text is missing. The instruction to “ſet cifru j ſtadin” evidently refers
to the case when a one is in the first place.
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A. Text, notes, translation
14v
1

⸝adra⸜ toluna j adra. rita tuennar raðir ſtafuanna með þeim hꝏttí at hín

2

yzſta figura þeirar tolu er þu marghfaldar ſtandí undír fyſta

3

ſtaf ennar o᷎fre tolu. en til vínſtri handar allar aðrar fra þeiri þꝏr

4

ſem undir eru. þar nꝏſt ſkalt þu hugſa huerſſu mikít ena meiri figuru

5

ſkortír a tíu. þa er þu uilt marghfalda. Ok ſua marghar einngar

6

ſem a ſkortír a tíu. ſua opt ſkalt þu ena mínní toluna þaa er þu

7

vilt margfaldda taka af tíghum hennar. ok at þu ſkilir þetta marg

8

faldda ſeau ok níu . Nío ſkortír eín a tío. þuí tak þu eína ſeau af

9

ſeautighum. þa uerda eftir21 þrír ok ſextíghí. þat eru ſeau ſínnúm

10

níu. At ſlíku ſkapi mat þu aðrar tolur ro᷎yna. Margfalda hína

11

fyſtu Figuru retligha j allar þꝏr er unðir ſtanða. ok rita ifuir huerri

12

Figuru þa margfaldan er hon hefuir oc til uinſtrí ⸝handar⸜ þat ſem eigi ma

13

ifuir henní <standa> í nꝏſta ſtad með uidlaghníng rettrí. ok þa er þeſſi figura

14

er margfolðut fꝏr ena yzſtu af þeim ſem undir ſtanda. Vndir nꝏſtu

15

figuru ok margfaldda uíd þan ſua ſem uid enn fyrra: ok ef margfalddan gefuir

16

þer líd ſet cífru ifuir uppi ok ſkipa lidnum till uínſtri handar. En ef

17

bꝏðe uerðir af. margfalddr fíngir ok liðir. þa ríta fíngir ífuir þeiri ⸠ talu ⸡ Figuru

18

er þu margfalddadír. en lid j ennꝏſta ſtað. En ef fíngir eín uerdir af mar

19

gfaldan. þa ríta hann ifuir uppí. Ef cifra er i enne o᷎fre tolu þa laup ífuir hana

20

þuí at ekkí er hennar margfalddan. Þerſſ ſkal en ok gá. at taka af

21

figuru<r> þꝏr ſem uppí eru ífuir ſettar íam ſkíot huería ſem þu. hefuir marg

22

faldat. ok rita þan fíngir j ſtad huerar ſem till ho᷎yrír edir cífru

23

ef þat er rettarra. En legh þat uid hínar er till vínſtra uegs

24

ſtanda ſem af lo᷎ypir. ef cifra ſtendir ífuir þeiri figuru er þu margfalðar

25

þa tak hana af. ef fingir uerdir. oc margfallda.22 ella ſtanðe hon kyr

26

Ef þu grunar huart þu hefuir ret margfaldað. þa ſkipt j

27

ſundir alla toluna vm margfalðan. þat er ſu tala er undir ſtod. oc

28

mant þu fa hína ſomu tolu oc fyrſt hafðír. þu.

A Ef þu uilt

21. There is an ir/er symbol here.
22. Here, and in Hauksbók, “af margfalldan” would make more sense than “oc margfallda”.
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A.1. Text
29

ſkípta j ſundir tolunne þa rita tuennar raðír ſtafanna ok ríta vndir

30

ena mínne toluna. ok ſkal en meírí tala uera halfu meírí eðir þriu

31

ſlik. eðir meírí munir. Set þu ena Fremíri Figuru þa er unðir ſtendir

32

gengt enne fyrſtu. ífuir uppí. ok aðrar til ho᷎gre handar iam fram

33

ſem þ⸌ꝏ⸍r enðaſt er undir ſtanda. þar nꝏſt hugſa þu vm huerſſu opt hin

34

fyſtí fíngir er i oc einum o᷎fra. ſua at íafn opt ſe þꝏr er fylgía
15r

1

henní huer j þeiri tolu er ifuir ſtendir ok ſet þu þan fingir gengt enne

2

yzſtu figuru er undr ſtendir ok þo uppi ífuir baðar raðír . Tak ſidan ena

3

fyrſtu af enní fyrſtú figuru ok þar nꝏſt hueria at hendi íafn opt af enne

4

o᷎frí taulu. En ef ein tala er undir þa tak hana af enne o᷎fre ⸡ enn⸡n⸠ ⸠

5

tolunne. Þar nꝏſt flyt alla tolu þa er undir ſtendir vm eín ok fín

6

annan quocíens ok ſet þan hía hinum fyſta ok tak hína neðre tolu ſua

7

opt af enne o᷎fre ok ger at ſama hꝏtte ſua opt ſem þarf. Ef þu

8

mat eígí ena ⸠ neðri ⸡ tolu eðir figuru fínna j enne o᷎fre þa ſet þan

9

fíngir er undir ſtendir fremſtir nꝏſt enní fyrſtu ok aðrar at ſama

10

hꝏtti tíll ho᷎gre handar ok fín ſidan quociens eptir ſlikum hꝏtte ok

11

fo᷎r afttir figurur ſem þarf ok ríta alla ſama quociens ífuir uppí ſua marga

12

ſem þarf. En ef cifra ſtenðir niðri unðir þa laup ifuir hana. þui at

13

ekki ma henní ſkipta. Þa er þu kemir vndir ena yðſtu figuru. oc

14

hefuir hínnne23 ſkipt mat þu ekki lengir ſkipta. oc gꝏt þu þa þeirar

15

tolu er eftir ſtendir ef hon er nokkur. Ef þu uilt profua huart þu

16

ſkiptír ret þa margfalda þa tolu er undir ſtod uid quociens. oc

17

mant þu fa ſomu tolu ok fyſt hafðír þu. En ef nokkot líop fram af j

18

ſkíptíngh þa leg þat uíd ſíðan er margfaldað er ok mant þu finna hína ſomu ⸝tolu⸜

19

⸝Þ⸜a er þu leiðir eína huería tolu ok margfalddar í ſíalfua

20

ſik. heitir ſu tala ferſko᷎yt edir quadrans. oc en fyſta tala ſu er

21

þu margfalðar heitir rot. oc er huer tala rot unðir nokkore⸌ri⸍ tolu

22

En eígí er huer tala ferſko᷎yt. Ef þu uilt rot fínna undir nokkor

23

rí tolu. þa rita fyſt ſlika tolu er þer likar. ok i enum fyſta viofn
23. Hauksbók has “henni” here.
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A. Text, notes, translation
24

num ſtad rita undir fingir þan er þu leidír j ſealfuan ſik. ok takí

25

af þat er ifuir uppi er eðir ſua ſem nꝏſt ma hann ganga. Siðan tvefal

26

da þu þan ſama fíngir. oc heitir þat dupl. tak þa up fíngrín oc

27

heítir hann ſubðupl. gꝏt þu ſubdupls. en ríta dupſ í nꝏſta ſtað ef þat

28

er fíngir. en ef líðir er þa rita þar ſem fíngrín fyrrí ſtoð ok ſet cí

29

fru firir. ella fíngir. ef ſamſet tala. Fín ſiðan nyían fíngir oc <leið> hann

30

j ðupl. oc tak af enne o᷎fre tolu þa tolu er þu margfaldadír. Sidan

31

margfalda þu fíngir j ſealfuan ſik ok tak þa tolu af enne o᷎fre

32

gengt ſealfuum honum. þar nꝏſt tuefalda þu fíngrín ok gꝏt hans med

33

fyrra subdupli. ok ſet dupl j nꝏſta ſtað ſem fyr. Fín þar nꝏſt

34

nyian fíngir ok leid j duplín bꝏðe ſamt. ok flytir24 duplet fyrra
15v

1

at hinu duplí um eín ſtað. ok leg þar uid ef þar ſtod lidir fírír

2

af hinu duplinu. Margfalða þa nyian fíngir j bꝏðe ðuplin. ok

3

tak þa tolu af enne o᷎fre gengt duplino. Ger at ſama hꝏtte

4

ſua opt ſem þarf. ok leid nyian fingrin j aul duplín. ok flyt þau

5

eftir aualt vm eín. þar til er þu kemir j enn ydſta ſtad. Ef upp

6

gengir oll ſu talan er þu ritadir i fyrſtunne. þa uar ſu tala

7

ferſko᷎yt. En rot vndir þeiri tolu eru fingir allir ſaman þeir

8

er þu tuefalðaðir. með ſidarſta fíngrinum þeim er þu fant.

9

Margfalda þu rotína j ſealfua ſik ok mant þu hafua hina

10

ſumu25 tolu ſem j fyſtu ef þu gerdír ret. Ef af lo᷎ypir tolunne

11

nokkot þa er þu dreghr rotina undan. þa uar ſu tala eígí fer

12

ſko᷎yt ok leg þu þa tolu uid hina er þu margfalddír rotina till

13

oc man þu fa ena fyſtu toluna ok er ſu tala ol ſaman rotín oc

14

af laup rot meiri tolu. En ef fyſti ſtadir þeirar tolu er þu

15

ritadir uar iafn þa fín fíngir undir nꝏſtu figuru ok margfal

16

ða a ſomu leid.

17

ſko᷎ytta tolu j ſealfua ſik. ok ſu tala er af þeiri margfaldan cemir

A Ef þu margfalðar retligha þa leid fer

24. Hauksbók has “flyt” here, which is the correct imperative.
25. Hauksbók has “ſomu”, that is, “sǫmu”, here, as does GKS 1812 elsewhere.
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A.1. Text
18

hettir cubícus edir uerpilſ tala. hun er alla uega íam mikil. En

19

rotin undir cubico uar en ſama. ok ferſko᷎yttrar tolu. huer

20

rot er26 nokkorrar uerpilſ tolu edir cubící en eígí er huer tala

21

cubicus. Ef þu vilt finna <rot> vndir cubíco. hugſa huerſſu mikil

22

tala er. ok huerſſu margir ſtadír ero. Fín þar nꝏſt fingir

23

j enum fremſta þuſunda ſtað. Þuſunda ſtaði kollum uer

24

þa alla er um þuſundir eínar bríotaſt. þat er en fiordí

25

oc en ſeundí ok en tiundí ok en þrettandí ok af afalt

26

lo᷎ypir ifuir tua ſtadi. Fra uinſtrí hendi ſkal þu þetta

27

uerk uphefuía. leid þan fíngir er þu fant j ſik cubice

28

þat er tuiſvar ſinnum margfaldað fyrſt j ſealfan ſik

29

oc annat ſín j þa tolu er þar kom af. ok þar nꝏſt [tak] af

30

o᷎fre tolu þeſſa tolu alla gengt fíngrinum þeim ſealfum. Oc

31

þrefalda þar nꝏſt fíngrín. ok hoppa ifuir eín ſtad með þa

32

tolu ok ſet j þridía ſtað firi hínum þa toluna ef þat er

33

fíngir. En ef þat er lidir ſet þar cífru en lidín j nꝏſta

34

ſtad. En ef ſamſet tala er þa ſet fíngrín j ſama ſtad.

35

en líd et nꝏſta. Þar nꝏſt fín nyían fíngir j nꝏſta ſtad
16r

1

þrefaldrí tolu er tripl heitir ok leid han með hinni figuru er fyſt fant þu

2

Ok uer kollum ſubtripl oc a ho᷎gra uegh henni j triplit með margfal

3

ðan. ok þar nꝏſt leid han ein ſaman i þa tolu er af margfaldan kom

4

oc uer kollum productum. Tak þa þeſſa tolu alla ſamt af enni o᷎frí

5

gengt þui er tripl ſtod. þui nꝏſt leid fingir þan ſama i ſealfuan ſik cu

6

bice. oc tak þa tolu af enni o᷎fri gengt ſealfum fingrinum. Tak þan

7

fingir af ok þrefalda her ſem enn fyrra ok fin þa nyian fingir. Leið

8

han með baðum ſubtriplinn oc triplin ſamt. oc flyt afalt triplin

9

fornari eptir ſem þu gerir i minna rotardrat uið dupl. nema her

10

ſkalt þu afalt ifuir ein ſtad hoppa en leggia þo at ſama hꝏtte tripl
26. The text is corrupt here. The correct reading, namely, “hver tala er rot” is found in Hauksbók. In
addition, here “rot” has as superscript “v” between “r” and “o” and “er” has a superscript “a” between “e”
and “r”.
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11

uid tripl með rettri uidlagningh Far fram at ſliku hofui meðan

12

þarf oc þu kemir j yðſta ſtad. En þat ſkalt þu með mikilli uanduircð

13

huxa þa er þu finnir fingirna at þeir taki eigi ſua mikit af o᷎fri tolu

14

at ſu tala hafui eigi ſtað er þu margfaldar triplin till. eðir hín

15

onnur er þu margfaldar fingrin till þan ſiðarra. Varðueit þu afalt

16

ſubtripl með tripli. gꝏt þeſſ ok ef cifrur koma. j ſubtrípl at engi er

17

margfaldan edir þrefaldan þeira. en halda þꝏr ſtoðum ſinum medan nok

18

kur figura er till ho᷎gre handar þeim. Ok er þat vuanðast j vidirlaghníng

19

tripls. afalt fer þat ſem fyr er ritat j viðrloghu liſt. Fingir allír

20

ſamt þeir er ſubtripl voro ok yztir fingir með ero rot ennar meirí tolu

21

þeirrar er þu ritaðir fyſt ef up gek oll talan j af drꝏttinum ok marg

22

falda þu ſubtriplin j ſealfuan ſik cubíce. ok mun þu finna hína fyrſtu

23

tolu. En ef aflíop nokkot tolunní j afdrꝏtti. þa er ſu tala eígi cubícuſ

24

En þo er aflaup þat með ſubtríplum rót nokkurs cubící. Oc ef þu mar

25

gfaldar rót ena mínní. cubice. oc leg uíd þa tolu er af margfaldan

26

kemir af laupít. oc mant þu fa fyrſtu tolu er þu rítaðír Oc nu rí

27

tum uer at ſinne eigi fleíra þar af. Þeſſar eru fíngra margfal

28

danar ferſko᷎yttar. af. 3. 9. quaðratus. af 2 4. Af .4. 16.

29

quaðratus af. 5 25 quadratus. Af .6. 36. quadratus. Af .7. .49. quadratus

30

Af .8. 64. quadratus. Af .9. 81. quadratus. Oc er ſu liſt till at finna fíngra

31

margfaldanir ſem ritud er fyr. Þeſſi er fingra margfaldðan cubice

32

3 rot 27. cubus. 2 rot 8. cubus. 4. rot 64 cubus 5 rot .125.

33

cubus .6. rot 216. cubus. 7. rot .343. cubus. 8. rot 512. cubus

34

9 rot 729 cubus. Huer ferſko᷎yt tala hefuir tuꝏr mꝏlíng

35

gar þat er breið ok lengð. En cubicus tala hefuir þrenna mꝏlíngh. þat
16v

1

er breid ok lengð ok þycð edir hꝏð. Oc þui kalla ſpekíngar huern ſynilighan

2

likama með þeſſi tolu ſaman ſettan. at hann hefuir. jamnan27 þeſſa mꝏlíngh

3

þrenna. Með þui at elif ſpeki. oc ein gud uilde heimin ſyinlighan ok

4

likamlighan ſkapa. þa ſetti han fyrſt tuꝏr ennar yðſtu hofuðſkempn
27. Hauksbók has “avallt” here.
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5

nur eld ok jord. þui at ekki ma naturuligha ſynilight vera uttan þꝏr

6

Þar sem elddir gerir lioſ ok ro᷎ringh. En jord ſtaðfeſti ok hald. En

7

með þui at þau hafua þrenna víamnna huiligleika ok gangſtadlígha

8

þa. uar naturuligh naudſyn at ſetia nokkot milli þeira þat er ſamþykttí

9

þeira vſꝏtti. Ok ſem fyr er ſaght at elddir ok jord ok þat alt ſem likam

10

light er er28 með þrefaldre tolu er uer kollum cubicum ſaman ſet

11

þa ritum uer þeſſa tua cubus. Ritum uer jordina þeſſa leið. Tuiſuar

12

ſinnum tueir tuiſuar. 248. En eldin ſua þryſuar þrír þryſ

13

uar. 3927. En með þui at ekki eít mídſkeid ma milli þeſſarra

14

talnna eínna þat er jamre luttegníngh ho᷎yrír till huartueggia.

15

ok engra annarra tueggia cuba. þa finnum uer tuꝏr lutfellíngar

16

tolur a þeſſa lunð. leidum rot enſ meira cubs j quadratum ens

17

mínna cubs þat er tuyſua tueír þryſuar. 24. 12. Oc rot enſ minna

18

cubs j quadratum ens meira cubs þeím er þryſuar þrír tuyſuar

19

.39. 18. Þeſſar tuꝏr tolur ho᷎yra íafnt til tueggía hinna enu ydſtu cu

20

ba. þuí at ſeau ok .xx. hafua j fer. 18. ok helmíngh af .18. En .18. hafua

21

j ſer. 12. ok helmíngh af .12. Sua hafua ok .12. j ſer .8. ok helmíng

22

af .8. at ſama hꝏtti ſkalt þu afalt luttekníngar finna millí

23

tuegía cuba. Sua ſkipadí gud tuennar hofutſkepnur millí eldz

24

ok íarðar. lopt ok vatn. oc hefuir uatn tua huiligleika af íorð oc

25

tuꝏr tolur. En af elddí eín huiligleik ok eína tolu. En lopt

26

hefuir tua huilighleika af eldí ok tuꝏr tolur. En eín af íorð ok

27

eína tolu. Oc er elddir þuí lettarí en lopt ſem .27. eru meí

28

rí en .18. En lopt þuí lettarí en uatn ſem .18. eru meírí en .12.

29

vatn þui lettara en jorð ſem .12. eru meirí en .8. Þetta29 <ma> ful

30

lígar at ſkilía j þeiri figuru er her er ſiðar gor oc kolluð er cubus

31

PErFectus

28. Hauksbók has “er þa er” here.
29. Hauksbók has “Ma þta” here.
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A.2. Translation
A.2.1. Introduction
The following translation of the Algorismus is based on the transcript of the preceding
section. Note that the text refers to each of 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 as a stafr, which we
have translated as “character”. As numbers, each of 2 through 9 is refered to as either a
fingr or a figura, which we render as “digit”. A multiple of 10 is called a liðr, which we
render here as “article”. The words fingr and liðr are literally “finger” and “joint”, which
are literal translations of the Latin digitus and articulus. These words are indicative of the
ancient form of calculating with fingers.30
The translation tries to be as literal as possible while still being rendered in smooth
English. In some places, we have translated leiða as “to multiply”, which, although not
literal, is indicated by the context and seems to be a direct translation of ducere in the
Latin versions. The text refers to subtraction in two ways, initially as afdráttr, a literal
translation of the Latin subtrahere (“to draw off”31 ), but most frequently as taka af. We
have translated the latter as “take away”; although it is a less formal way to say “subtract”
in English, it is literally correct and maintains the distinction between taka af and afdráttr.
Moreover, it is analogous to the use of the Latin demere (“to take away” or “subtract”32 )
in the Carmen de Algorismo.
The Algorismus calls the symbol for nothing,

, a cifra. The various versions of the

Indian calculus referred to this symbol in numerous ways. For example, Peter of Dacia
wrote: “Decima vero 0 dicitur teca, circulus, vel cyfra, vel figura nichili, quoniam nichil
significat.”33 [But the tenth, 0, is called teca, circle, or cipher, or figure of nothing,
because it signifies nothing.] Peter supposes the word teca, or theca, to be derived from
the name of an iron used to brand thieves, but it may simply come from its resemblance
to the Greek letter θ.34
30. See, for example Menso Folkerts, “Early Texts on Hindu-Arabic Calculation,” Science in Context 14,
nos. 1-2 (2002): 13.
31. Charlton Thomas Lewis and Charles Short, eds., Latin Dictionary (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1969).
32. Ibid.
33. Petri Philomeni de Dacia, In Algorismum Vulgarem Johannis de Sacrobosco Commentarius, 2.
34. Smith and Karpinski, The Hindu Arabic Numerals, 61.
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A.2.2. Translation
[13v] This art is called algorismus. First discovered by men of India, they used ten
characters, which are so written: 0 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1. The first character denotes one in
the first place, the second two, the third three, and each according to how it is placed
until the last, which is called a cipher. These characters shall be written from right to left
as in Hebrew.
Each character denotes itself simply in the first place. But if it is in the second place,
then it denotes X times itself. And in each place that you place some figure, then it
always denotes ten parts more with respect to that place which points to the left, relative
to the next place before. The cipher denotes nothing in itself, but it creates a place and
gives the previous figures signification.
Next it is appropriate to know a threefold distinction of the characters and of every
number. Every number which is less that ten is called a digit.35 Every number which
is made from groups of ten is called an article,36 whether it is bigger or smaller. But a
number that is both an article and a digit is called a compound number.37
If you want to write some number, then examine if it is a digit and write in the first
place any figure such as needed, for example, 8. But if you want to write an article, then
put a cipher before the figure, like this: 70. If you want to write a compound number,
then set the figure38 before the article, as here: 65.
A number is even if is made from groups of ten or if an even digit is in the front. A
number is odd if the digit in front is odd. There are four even digits: 2, 4, 6, and 8. And
the other four are odd digits: 3, 5, 7, and 9. But one is neither [even nor odd] because
it is thought to be the origin of all number.39
There are seven branches of this art. The first branch is called addition, another
subtraction, a third doubling, the fourth dividing in half, the fifth multiplication, the
sixth division, and the seventh to take a root. And there are two types for this: One is to
take a root of a squared number and another type is to extract a root from an octagonal
35. Literally, “finger”.
36. Literally, “joint”; Latin “articulus”.
37. Samsett tala, literally “composite number”, is rendered as “compound number” to avoid confusion
with the conventional definition of a composite number.
38. Hausbók has “fingr” (“digit”) here.
39. “Unity is the natural starting point of all number”, from Nicomachus, Introduction to Arithmetic, 192.
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number40 which has the shape of a cube.
From the right you should take away from, add, and divide in half. From the left you
should double, divide, multiply, and also extract both types of root.
If you want to add one number to another, then write the larger number above and
set the smaller number even to it on the right. Then first add the figure [14r] up to the
number which is farthest out to the right. And if this entire number is a digit, then write
it in the same place. But if the number is a compound, then write the digit in the first
place and add the article to that number which is in the next place before. But if an
article results from the addition, then write a cipher in the first place and add the article
to that number which stands next if some number is there, or, else, write it there alone.
But if there is a cipher there, then remove it and set the article down there. Then add
the other figures in the same way.
If you want to take one number away from another number, then write the two numbers as in addition and always set the smaller number below, otherwise even. Then you
take away from the first figure the number that stands below if it is possible and, if something is left, write that in same place, or, else, put a cipher there. But if you cannot take
away the first figure as that number which stands below is greater, then take one from
the next figure and carefully note that this makes ten [added to the figure] in the first
place. Then take from this the entire number as is below and [write] what remains in
the same place. And if cipher stands over above, then take one from that figure which
stands next to the cipher and write nine where the ciphers were, all the way until you
come to the place where you want to take away from. And you will take from them ten
as needed and write what is left in the same place.
If you want to double some number, then first write such number as you like. Next
you double that figure which is farthest to the left hand and write in next place that
which remains as in addition. But if semis41 stands over above in the outermost place,
then add one since before there was an even42 number which was divided in half.
But if you want to take half of a number, write such number as you want and take half
40. Literally, “eight-cornered number” (átthyrnd tala).
41. Latin for “a half-unit”; see Lewis and Short, Latin Dictionary.
42. This is clearly an error, which appears as well in Hauksbók (but not in AM 685 d 4to). The text is
referring to the case in which the given number was the result of halving a previous number, resulting in
a remainder of one-half. Hence the original number must have been odd (“óiofn”), not even (“iofn”).
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of the first figure if it is even. But if it was odd, then divide in half that which remains
from one less, take up the one and write over above that character which denotes half
of any part,43 which we call semis and make so , and [if it is one, remove it and]44 put
a cipher in that place. Next take half of the second figure in the same way if it is even.
But if it is odd, then take half from that which is even and just under that and make from
this five, which is half of ten, in the place next to that. But if one stands in the second
place, then take up it and write five in next place and put there a cipher where the one
stood. A cipher does nothing unless some figure stands to the left of it. Now proceed
forward in such way for as many figures as there are.
If you wish to multiply [14v] one number by another, write the two rows of characters
in that way that the outermost figure of that number which you multiply stands under
the first character of the upper number, and each of the others of the lower number
are to the left. Next you shall consider how much the larger figure which you want to
multiply lacks from ten. And as many units as are lacking from ten, that is how often
you should take the smaller number, that you want to multiply, from that number of
tens.45 So that you understand this, multiply seven and nine. Nine is one less than ten,
therefore you take one seven away from seventy, and then sixty-three remains. That is
seven times nine. In the same manner you can attempt other numbers. Multiply the
first figure correctly with each figure which stands under and write above each figure the
multiplethat it has, and to the left that which cannot be over it in the next place using
correct addition. Then when this figure is multiplied, move the outermost of those
that stand below under the next figure and multiply with that as with the first. And, if
multiplication makes it an article, set a cipher over above and arrange the article to the
left. But if both a digit and an article result from the multiplication, then write the digit
over that figure which you multiplied and the article in the next place. But if only a
digit results from the multiplication, then write it over above. If a cipher is in the upper
number, then skip over it because it is not multiplied. And also take care of this, that
you remove those figures as are put above as soon as you have multiplied each, and write
43. “Take up the one”refers to the one removed from the initial odd number. In some texts the remainder
one is written above the final digit of the result; here, a semis is written instead.
44. This text is missing both in GKS 1812 and in Hauksbók, but is needed to explain that this instruction
applies only to the case in which the first digit is a one.
45. The text does not mention for which cases this is useful.
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that digit in the place as belongs to each or a cipher if that is correct, and add that to
that which stands to the left side as remains. If a cipher stands over that figure which you
multiplied, then remove it if it becomes a digit after multiplication,46 otherwise leave it
standing in place. If you doubt whether you have multiplied correctly, then divide apart
the whole multiplied number with that number which stood under. And you will get the
same number as you had first.
If you want to divide apart some number, then write the two rows of the characters
and write the smaller number underneath. The larger number must be two, three, or
more times greater. Set the foremost figure that stands under aligned with the first above
and the others to the the right, continuing as long as the ones underneath last. Next
think about how often the first digit also is in the upper number so that equally often
those which follow [15r] it are each in that number which stands over. Set that digit
aligned with the outermost figure which stands under and yet above both rows. After
that take the first from the first figure and each after the other equally often from the
upper number. But if one number is under, then take it from the upper number. Next
move each number that stands under over by one [place] and find another quotient. Set
that by the first and take the lower number as often from the upper. Do that the same way
as often as needed. If you are not able to find the lower number or figure in the upper,
then set the foremost digit which stands underneath next to the first and others in same
way to the right and then then the quotient in such a way, and move along the figure
as needed. And write each of the quotients together above so many as needed. But if
a cipher stands under, then skip over it because one cannot divide by that. Then when
you come under the outermost figure and have divided it, you can no longer divide and
you then be careful to observe that number which remains, if it is anything. If you want
to prove whether you have divided correctly, then multiply that number which stood
under with the quotient and you will get the same number that you had at first. And
if something remained after the division, then add that after it has been multiplied and
you will find the same number.
When you take any number and multiply it by itself, that is called a square, or a
quadrate, and the first number which you multiply is called a root. Each number is the
46. The text has oc margfallda, but af margfalldan would make more sense.
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root of some number, but not every number is a square. If you want to find the root of
some number, then first write such number as you like. And in the first place, which
is odd, write under it the digit which you multiplied by itself, and take from that which
is above or such as comes next to it. After that you double that same digit and that is
called a duple. Then take away the digit and that is called subduple. Note the subduple
and write the duple in the next place if it is a digit, but if it is an article write it where the
digit stood formerly and set a cipher before it, or else a digit if it is a compound number.
After that find a new digit, multiply it with the duple, and take from the upper number
that number which you multiplied. After that multiply the digit by itself and take that
number from the upper aligned over it. Then next double the digit, note it together with
the former subduple, and set the duple in the next place as before. Then find the next
new digit, multiply it with both duples at once, move the former duple [15v] towards
the other duple by one place, and add it there if an article remained there from that
duple. Then multiply a new digit with both the duples and take that number from the
upper aligned to the duple. Do this in the same way as often as needed, multiply the
new digit with all the duples, and move those always over one until you come to the
outermost place. If all of that number is used up which you wrote at the beginning,
then that number was a square. And the root of that number is made up of the digits all
together which you doubled together with the last digit which you found. Multiply the
root by itself and you will have the same number as at first if you have worked correctly.
If some of the number remains after you extract the root, then that number was not a
square. And you add that number to that which you multiplied the root and you will get
the first number. And that number together, the root and remainder, is the root for the
larger number. If the first place of that number which you wrote was even, then find a
digit under the next figure and multiply in the same way.
If you multiply correctly, then multiply a square number with itself and that number
which comes from this multiplication is called a cubicus, or cubic47 , number. It is the
same size on all sides. Moreover, the cube root is the same as for the square number:
Each number48 is the root of some cubic number, or cubicus, but not every number is
47. verpill, or, in German, würfel.
48. Hauksbók has tala here, which is missing in GKS 1812
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a cube. If you want to find a cube root, note how big the number is and how many
places it has. Then find the nearest digit in the farthest of the thousands place. We call
places of the thousands all those which break only into thousands. That is the fourth,
the seventh, the tenth, the thirteenth, and always jump over two places. You shall start
this work from the left. Multiply that digit which you found with itself cubically. That
is twice multiplied, first by itself and a second time by that number which came from
there. And next take from the upper number this entire number aligned with that digit
itself and next triple the digit, skip over one place with that number, and set that number
in the third place before it if it is digit. But if that is an article, set there a cipher and the
article in the next place. And if it is a compound number, set the digit in the same place
and the article the next. Next find a new digit in the next place, [16r] treble the number,
which is called a triple, and multiply it with the figure which you found first, and which
we call subtriple, and to the right of it multiply it with the triple. And then multiply it
alone with that number which came from the multiplication, which we call the product.
Then take this number as a whole from that upper one aligned over where the triple
stood. Next multiply that same digit in itself cubically and take that number from that
aligned over the digit itself. Take that digit and triple it here as the former and then find
new digit. Multiply it with both the subtriple and the triple together and always move
the older triple along as you do in smaller root extraction with duple, except here you
shall always skip over one place and add still that same way triple to triple with correct
addition. Continue in such way as long as needed and you come to the outermost place.
And you shall with great care attend to, when you find the digits, that they not take so
much from upper number that that number has49 no place when you multiply the triple or
the other numbers when you multiply the later digit. Always keep subtriple with triple.
And note that if a cipher comes in subtriple, nothing is multiplied or tripled of those,
but they keep to their own places as long as some figure is to the right of them. And
what is least difficult in the addition of a triple, so that it always goes as written before
in the addition art. The root of the larger number of that which you first wrote is all
the digits together which were a subtriple, together with outer digits, if the subtractions
used up the whole number. And you multiply the subtriples by themselves cubically
49. GKS 1812 has hafin here, but Hauksbók has hafi.
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and you will find the first number. But if there is some remainder to the number after
subtraction, then that number is not a cube. But still the remainder, with the subtriples,
forms the root of some cube. And if you multiply the root of the smaller cubically and
add the remainder to that number which comes from the multiplication, you can get the
first number which you wrote. And now we write at the present no more about this.
These are the digits squared: 3 squared is 9 squared, 2 squared is 4, 4 squared is 16, 5
squared is 25, 6 squared is 36, 7 squared is 49, 8 squared is 64, 9 squared is 81. And the
art to find the digits multiplied is as written before. These are digits cubed: 3 cubed is
27, 2 cubed is 8, 4 cubed is 64, 5 cubed is 125, 6 cubed is 216, 7 cubed is 343, 8 cubed is
512, 9 cubed is 729. Each square number has two dimensions, that is breadth and length.
But a cubic number has three dimensions, that [16v] is breadth, length, and thickness or
height. And therefore the sages say every visible body is put together with this number
for it always50 has these three dimensions. Since eternal wisdom, the one god wanted to
create a visible and bodily world, then he first made two of the outermost elements, fire
and earth, because nothing can be naturally visible without them, as fire makes light and
movement, but the earth is steadfast and unmoving. And since they have three unequal
and opposite qualities, it was then a natural necessity to set something between them
which settled their disagreement. And since, as said before, fire and earth, and every
such thing that is of a bodily nature is composed out of a three-fold number, which we
call cubic, then we write for this two cubes. We write the earth this way: twice times two
twice, 2, 4, 8. But fire so: thrice three thrice, 3, 9, 27. And since in this case no single
mean51 can be between these numbers, with only it being in equal proportion to both
and of no other two cubes, then we find two proportional numbers in this manner: We
multiply the root of the greater cube with the square of the smaller cube, that is twice
two thrice: 2, 4, 12. And the root of the smaller cube with the square of the greater
cube, that is thrice three twice: 3, 9, 18. These two numbers belong equally to the outer
two cubes since seven and 20 has in itself 18 and half of 18, and 18 has in itself 12 and
half of 12. And so has 12 in itself 8 and half of 8. You shall in the same way always
find proportions between two cubes. Thus god arranged two elements between fire and
50. GKS 1812 has jamnan here, but Hauksbók has avallt.
51. miðskeið
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A. Text, notes, translation
earth: air and water. And water has two qualities from earth and two numbers, but from
fire one quality and one number. And air has two qualities from fire and two numbers,
but one from earth and one number. And fire is as much lighter than air as 27 is greater
than 18. And air is as much lighter than water as 18 is greater than 12. Water is as much
lighter than earth as 12 is greater than 8. This can be52 more fully understood in that
figure which is made here later and is called the cubus perfectus.

52. Hauksbók has ma here, which is missing in GKS 1812
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B. Diagrams of the elements
A number of medieval manuscripts contain diagrams to illustrate the relationships between the four elements considered in Chapter 5. For example, in a gloss on the De
Natura Rerum of the Venerable Bede, once attributed to the English monk Byrhtferth
but now known to be a compilation of earlier writings from the 9th and 10th centuries,1
these relationships are illustrated with the diagram shown in Figure B.1.2 This diagram
is notable for a number of reasons: First, it combines the two sets of contrary qualities
into a single list, so each element now has five qualities associated with it. Second, air is
listed as corpulentus and acutus, when it should be subtilis and obtusus. Third, although
the diagram associates the sequence 8, 12, 18, 27 with the elements, it does so in the
reverse order of the standard correspondence.

Figure B.1.: Diagram in a gloss of Bede’s De Natura Rerum

1. Charles W. Jones, “The Byrhtferth Glosses,” Medium Ævum 7, no. 2 (1938).
2. Migne, Venerabilis Bedæ, Anglo-Saxonis Presbyteri, Opera Omnia, 195-196.
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B. Diagrams of the elements

Figure B.2.: Diagram of Byrhtferth

Another illustration, this one from Byrhtferth himself in the epilogue to his Enchiridion, a computus commentary written in the early 11th century,3 is shown in Figure B.2.4
This diagram illustrates the three-fold categorization of the elements on the right, and
the two-fold categorization on the left. On the top it again associates the elements with
the sequence 8, 12, 18, 27, this time in the standard order and also in their factored
forms.
We find a similar illustration in AM 736 III 4to, as shown in Figure B.3.5 This is
notable since, as we have seen, this manuscript contains a fragment of the Algorismus as
well. The sequence 8, 12, 18, 27 is again associated with the corresponding elements,
3. Byrhtferth, Byrhtferth’s Enchiridion, ed. and trans. Peter S. Baker and Michael Lapidge (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1995), xxxiii-xxxiv.
4. “St John’s College MS 17, 12va–13ra.”
5. “AM 736 III 4to, 2r, 4r-4v.”
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Figure B.3.: Diagram in AM 736 III 4to

although in this case only in factored form.
The appearance of the Algorismus and Figure B.3 in the same manuscript raises questions about any connections between the two. In her discussions of these various diagrams, Kristín Bjarnadóttir has conjectured that the one in AM 736 III illustrates the
cubus perfectus referred to at the end of the Algorismus.6 But any conclusions would be
only speculation. Certainly the diagram illustrates the discussion of the elements in the
final section of the Algorismus. Yet such expositions of the neoplatonic theory of the
proportionalities between the elements are seen in many other contexts, and similar diagrams are seen in purely computistic and philosophical settings. Moreover, dating from
perhaps 200 years after the Hauksbók and GKS 1812 copies, it would be difficult to make
any definite inferences without the existence of some intermediate witnesses.
It may also be worth noting that none of these illustrations address the numerical justification which underlies Plato’s original claim in the Timaeus. That is, although they
6. Kristín Bjarnadóttir, “Algorismus: Hindu-Arabic arithmentic in GKS 1812 4to,” 11.
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B. Diagrams of the elements

Figure B.4.: Diagram from Isidore of Seville

illustrate the supposed relationships between the elements, they do not address the mathematical claim about the number of proportional terms between cubes. This could be
nothing more than the difficulty of illustrating the mathematical claim in such diagrams,
or that the the authors were unaware of the underlying Platonic claim concerning the
association of cubes with the elements.
One approach to illustrating the geometric progression between cubes would be to use
a three-dimensional figure, rather than the two-dimensional drawings displayed in these
figures. This might be the intention in the illustration of the elements in a manuscript
of the De Natura Rerum of Isidore of Seville shown in Figure B.4.7 Composed in the 7th
century, the De Natura rerum describes the elements in terms of the three contraries,
which are displayed in the figure. Although the diagram does not contain the numerical
sequence, it does refer to the geometric proportions between the elements. And, although it is not clearly three-dimensional, the inscription “[h]aec figura solida est” [this
7. De natura rerum - Staatsbibliothek Bamberg Msc.Nat.1 (Staatsbibliothek Bamberg), https://nbnresolving.org/urn:nbn:de:bvb:22-dtl-0000025375.
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is a solid] might indicate that it is intended to be seen that way.
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